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BaruehStudent Employment 12'f1 of the student popUlaBarueh'eGllep'm'waiting Prcigrammust alSo obey the tion,' said:'Mur:PJiy~Mo8t,Of
for a legal opinion from the law of giving 11.8. residents the money international stuCity University of New Yor~s priority, added,Murphy.
dents receive is from the
legal department and a law
Carl Kirschner, director of Gra4uate Assistant Program.
firm specializing in immigra- student Support Services,said "In the case of obtaining con- '
.. tion an!! naturaliZation ~es that .CWS, which is federally ~ flictmg-opinionsfrom both In-.
that will affect international funded, has to obey the pro- vestigations,
President '
.
students and,theiron-eampus ·,no~mentsoftheINS.,How-· GoldSt8in must then decide,"
, ever, the ,BSEP, which is ,saieJJohnson.
employment oppcJrtunities.
The federal law enacted by fi.uidedbythe Be~dBaruch
Ifthe legal definitioh of dis,CongressandenfOiCed,by the -eil~tsand"privatecon- place is like Kirschners', it
Immigration and Natui'aliza-. tributions, shouldnotbesuQiect would giveintemational stution Service stateS that CICfor- to 1he law, added Kirsclmer.
dents a much greater chance
eignstudents may accept onThrough th& BSEP, "all at on 'campus jobs.
~pus employment which Baruch students' ehouldbave
Angel Lung, an interna- .
does not diSplace.a,U.s. r8si~ . equal,oppcJrtunity baSed on tionalStudentfromHongKong, James Murphy, ~irector'of Financial Aid
dent.· The law gives U.s. need~andmerit,wherecitizen- worked during the summer at
- citizens and permanent resi- 8mpis not an lssue. Hil¥ing a ' the Institutional Research
dents priority. over -interna- ,position opm' and giving it to Center on 22 Street, is willing
tiona! students in respect to ,anintematlonalstudentisnot but so far bas been unable to
job placeme~t. AIl, Interna- displ8cement,' Kirschner ar- find ajob. -ntere's no chance.
tiona! student is a person who pede, He hopes that the im- rve given uphope. I must stay
holdsanF·1aeademicstatusvisa, ~diDg legal ruling w111"sat- home and save money."
qraJ-l . . . . . . 8tudeotvisa.
isfy,thetworules that may
ShultY. Cheun& upon
_ Only ~ ~ ~ ~,. _~~~~' _.
changing her status from in, attempts to obtain an on-camSince CSaruch is one of the 'tematiOOal-stUdent to permapusjobma.y~intematicnalstu-,school.whiCh glftSits inter-nent resident, alsoquicldy
dentsseekotr~pusemploy- national ~dentsthe most switched jobs from cmeattbe
, ,men.~ ~-~io.b]JQlli- .' . -me-yiJj,~ci(r.nOwsbiP8 . Student Center to one at'an By p~ Gehy .
maximum from $2,400 to
,,_ , ; : . ' t ; i n o l - _ ~·'.it -u",~
j.Ber_w~"
.,Anew AmeaQment to the $3/100. Pell will also accept '
".:::~~
~~~i?jLet$tu- '. ......::'~~':~~doJtkt'of196C;
"st""",
e lit~. .· ",
,, '8.tlea8t60118Js,:,"d~,d8Dte,'~-~nt..'tbe-ft8x-"m,my r.J~field,ana~, reauIllting.eoIlege 8i~ w&s eNC1ita.
' . , . , .". ~ .; '·'aCtheInt.er- ibiIityiDmterpretinrtheJaw~·'Wapr~ ..
·~by~tBauiimJuJ.y. ,." . What~ e set willdo'is~
LIiIiIIta.-Qiiii.c;:
..
,.' '. ':&iii Ad.
-' du&Ptdbwtr atil._8ticwscue - -.._ ..,_..---,--_..
,-w.acknowl- -an students equally ,eligible rli8cl a ~. pei~t UlllRSa'-'few-~iears-aD&f'ihe-reeeDt~ D08iCL'-liiifiiCfor-rieiiWii-.edgeeJam8.llurphy. 'direct« for emplC)yIDent.
on ec:onOJDlchardship. But changes will afFect· all federal maXimum $3.700. students'
of FiD8;rial- Aid, there were
"orthe $2.5 million ofBer- ,many echC*isimil. . tltoughts financial aid programs-Pell, will receive a maximum of
more,GlH8iDpdajCbetbaDap- uanlBaruebendowmentll,44C11 ofpnMngtheir.fiDancial sta- College Work Study, Supple- '*2,300 - $100 lees than they
p1ieants, With,moetaCtbework- ofit goestointernationsl stu- tus as economiea11y needy is mentalEduCationOpportunity now1'eCeive.
en . being intemational stu- dents" ~ough they make up . too diflieu1t_ and ~~ more Grant, Perkins and GuaranThe new law also sets
'cJeiU&
to tbe'~;t"'~'.~'1D~,
teed StudentUens.
yearlyHmitaon 1ID8UbsicIized
preaent.oD..rnU:dim~U..8.
The changes in the law in- Stafford Leans, effective July
cia_DB uandMul8'!JAftt-resicreases theamountofstudents 1, 1993. FresbmenwiU be aldefttS' aftllaeNe·.,fiDd em- '
eligible for Pell by one million lowed to ~w a maximum of
··'~t'· ; tJae' .', ;Yata jol)
even though the government $2,625,sophomores,$3,SOOand
"~ana~~orilmn~
.does'not,&w sdicient funds juDiGnaDaseniorawillbeliming,tbolt~
-nus
to cover new students. It will ited to $5,500.
.: semester; t!iere·••'eS534-q- ,
" also change the, definition of
It also will look to,restric:t
plic:ants for 469 College Work
an independent student. The the totalamount studenuam,
Study. positions. Tbat'sapam~ndment win require that borrowfrom theStafford.IA8Ds.
proximatelyfiveapplicants Per.
most unmarried 8tugents be The undergraduate limit will
job openmg.-MurpbJ levee1e
least 24 years old, by Janu- be $23,000, while the Ir'aduate
Oftberemaining2,065 stu'!' '
ary 1 ofthe yearthey arefiling, limit will be $65,000. The
dents; the 400-500 intema" to. qualify as independent.
graduate limit inc1udefJdSbts
tiona! students· stand a slim
Students 24 years old and incurred as an undelpaduate.
chance of finding off eampus
over, '-don't have to provide
"Anyone,whowantstoboremployment due to the d i f t i _ , t h e i r p a r e n t ' s i n c : o m e i n f o r m a - row 'ean," said Murphy.
culty in finding a vacant posj- tion,• said James MurPhY, diThe Tuition Assistance
rector of financial aid. -But if Program is not affected by this
tion, at least 60 c1aysold. The
under 24, they must provide change, since it is not a federal
.
.
this information, unless they program. "The interesting
can prove that both parents thingtadded,Murpby, "istbat
are deceased."
every $100 the state raises in
"This causes a great deal tuition, $44 goes to pay for
ofdiffic:ultyforstuclents. Some TAP increases."
,
of them unmigrated or their
Another institution facing
By Rafael A. Martinez
.cDng a good job, or that Jamay for this year, so when I.saw the
The htiDg. Treasurer of coulddoabetterjob.story in The Ticker I decided parents left --.;. we have to deal monetary difficulties is CWS.
the Day Session Student· GovHe added "ltbink. people to apply for tbepositioo.l;Idded .with those Students -in a case There are currently 469 stuby case basis") ~ontinued dents working inCWS, With
emment, ViallmGonza1ez, lost . were conVinced' that, JaID1ly Bae%
.
.
3,534 applicants for,positions.
her bid for permanentTrea- cou1ddoabett&rjobtbal')~.
~s experien~ in ac- I MUl])hy.,
. The ~ ~ appJiamts
. , ~~e,"~9':win'~longer
SUlWteJamayB••lsacouitt (V'18lka)did. Myaense.t'b01.Jch, - co.nntipg ~ from workillg
be
considered
for
financial
aid
ls'aue"to
"tllereessmOil. liaid ci1 meeting beldem Thursday, was tbatshe did not do a hor- 'ata smalltinaildal consulting
October_8.
rendousjOb.firm for the past two years. applications. ,-rhis opeD8 up Murphy. ~ recession".. .
hCordiDI.to,lOvemment
Baez, a lower senior and 'The size of the firm bas al- Pelltomanystudentswhopre- al80 the cause of~,year8 '
uecutives,thewtewasunani- accountinguuQor, was sur- lowed her to bav.morehands viouslywer8 not'eligible,- said increase in app1iceDt.S; who
Murphy.. Thisallowsstudents .sought work CD campUs. To
DlOU8 with ooe-abstention.
ptiaedand eeStaticlabout"her on traiDiD& she added.
,_,Ai.,. BereJle,:pnsident "Victory. -nleelsWottdeJfu1snd
Goozalez said·-I'bave no to exempt their family homes nmedy the llitut:iem. the UDiwnity had to borrow epbwt
" aIthe,D8SGsaiCltb8thedidn~ I8Di;l~roriiSilitoavery' c:anmeilt. NodDDg1illl)'DOW and be eligible tor more aid.
The' amencIrDent,a1*» infunds. '
'
'~~:"'~anY'8iDsJe' -~~~_clBMz., ' W1llcbanp.1heopimoDaftbe
ere8 . . . the, 8IIIOUDt « Pe11
~eoD~. .bt,.it.....c:n..-ralWayJlhad.-iDter.st COUIIlCI1. la-- caaDeil chG •
.aicmaf4Gpinilnc,..peop. iDjoininiiltUdeDtp•••
who.... Htbonght.Wllllbe8t.· pana.'1'IJeDriDhn.umiaiei tid
fNm .$200 to· NOo anc1dle
".8GXlvi••-.dthatVWbCb'· i\ lMat DGt.tlle fiiee time, acept
By Sue-PeDcChua .
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No Funding For
Financial Aid Hike
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DSSG Replaces Acting Treasurer
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IN LOVING MEMORY OF OUR SISTER·
.
IVONNE RIVERA.
.
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·oined in a friendship
built
forever'
We're welded in .spirit
Attached by our hearts
We're fused by the feeling
That friendship imparts
We're tied by emotions
Connected by dreams
Reinfored by our hopes
Unified by extremes
No longer a function
Of time or of space
Our love is a substance
That life won't replace
No matter how distant
We'll always endeavor
To sense the full meaning
Offriendship forever.
- Bruce B. Wilmer
.

.

\

We love and miss y'ou, you will live in our hearts
forever.
The Sisters ofAlpha Phi Zeta

. ecture Sertes

Ted Turner Inaugurates
ByFarah~y

Media Mogul Ted Turner motivational. {He's] a major
maugrated'Ibe ~ Spielvogel contributorinincreasingissues
Lecture Series on Global facing our generation," David
MarketingCommunications on White, senior. White also
Thurs. Sept. 24~ with a speech congratulated Turner on his
in the auditorium at 23 Street. cartoon. "Captain Planet,"
In introducing Turner, which carries an anti-drug . .
President Matthew Goldstein message.. White said the show
said, "Ted Turner is one of a "brought my family together.·
handful of people in
Sophomore Christine'
communications who actually Muckenthaler said, "his
shapes the world."
vocabulary was kind ofoft:and
, Ted. Turner has ~written he didn't really say anything ;,
the very definition ofnewsfrom that I wanted to know. Hi~ '-'-something that has happened speech was kind of dull."
to something that is
"I wanted to hear about him
happening," added Spielvogel. - his life, what he had to go
Spielvogel also described through to get to what he is
Turner
as
"an rightnow," saidMerleJoseph~
environmentalist
and sophomore.
humanitarian, whocares about "It was a brilliant lecture. He
the world."
represents the best ofwhat we
Turner enforced Spielvogel's have in capitalism in the US,·
words by saying, "Pm a strong said Goldstein. .
believer in internationalism
The biannual series was
and
brotherhood
and founded by Spielvogel.
Spielvogel, who graduated Ted Turner
sisterhood."
«We have to start managing from Baruch in 1958, is member of the Executive
ourselves. This planet is our described by. many as the Committee of Mt. Sinai
home. We're members of one "Chairmanof everything," He Hospital and its Board of
race - the human race." He is Chairman of the Business Trustees, 'and-member of the
continued, "we spend half the Committee at the Metropolitan ' International Advisory Board
time killing ourselves and the Museum of Art, member of the ' ofthe Business Council for the
otherhalfkillingtheearth.We 'Board of Trustees and the United Nations. He was also
have to take care ofour world." Executive committee of both the President of the Board of
"I thoughtit was an excellent, the Asia Society and Lincoln Trustees ofthe Baruch College
down
to
earth
and Centerforthe PerformingArts, Fund.
I

LaMarre Resigns
··.·USS--€hair-·
H

By Farah G~hy
The UniversityStudentSenate is again involved in a contlict with the board oftrustees
of the City University of New
York.
On July 15, Jean LaMarre~
graduate of Brooklyn College.
andchairofthe USS, resigned
after a tumultuous two years
in office. Using his authority
as chair, LaMarre appointed,
Hunter College delegate, Kim
. Ray as his successor.
The trustees refuse to recognize Ray, LaMarre's OPPOnent last year, citing that he
has no power to appoint anyone to replace him.
Former Acting Chancellor
of Student Affairs Marcia
K.eizs in a letter to LaMarre
wrote, "these provisions are
intended to deal with a short
term absence duringwhich the
designated individual fulfills
the duties of the chair until.
the chair is able to resume his!
her duties.
. "You can not do that under
the bylaws," says Rita Rodin,
of University Relations at
CUNY. If the president can
not attend a meeting, he can
ask someone to chair until his
return. "The chair has to be
elected by the Senate, accord. ing to the bylaws."
Elections will be held Octoher 11. All USS delegates may
run.
Simon Herelle, president of.
the Day Session Student Govermnent says "the elections
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Spielvogel first started as a
Teresa Karamanos, director
copy boy for The New York of external relations said, "it
Times. He became a reporter, was provocative, progressive
and then wrote a bylined andinsightful. I hope it would
column six times a week. His . betbefirstofmanyimportant
break came when'he initiated "public officials who are part of
the first advertising and the series."
marketing column for the
Times.

Baruch Professor Killed' In
Tragic Accident

'·---B;-NabsJ,.WiUjam.-·-"·~·-~ePi..~'!!'.Oiifw..s
·~enllf'hiatitit~~._._._---

The Baruch community identified in the morgue.
V1Sl~ C-~e~...Ke ~ a
momnsthelossaf'one«itsown.
A dedicated member of passren for wnting. and a
On September 12th, acijunct Baruch's faculty, Miner was diversein~inthe~.
are being lUShed." He states, professarJohnMinerwasstruck . anacljunetlecturersince 1984
. A memonal servree for
"the board oftrustees is rush- andkilledbyatrainatthePrmce until his untimely death. He .MinerwasheldSeptember30
ing this election and we're not Street station in Soho.
was teaching two ESL 0152 at the Crestwood Memorial
ready to do it."
.
Aa:ordingtoProfessarGetard classes this semester.
Chapel in Soho.
.
"Right now, Pm not Inter- - Dalgish of the English
-rhemembersoftheEnglish
In attendance: Miner's
ested in contesting any posi.- department, agoodfriend, Miner Departmenthavebeen shocked mother~ two brothm:s, and an
,tion. In the interest. of effec- had been miMing for a week.
at the tragic death of Mr. John aunt.. Representatives ~m
tive future student represenAfter repeated efforts to Miner," says Prof. John Todd, ~he Baruch commu~lty
tativee, we should not have locate him at bome, Dalgish .chairman of the department. incl uded~ Tod~ Dalgish,
elections now," says Herelle.
contacted a friend who knew "Those 'of us who knew John, ~puty Director of Personnel
CUNY also changed aU the MineT's mother in Seattle, know he cared deeply about Ronnie Widener, as well as
IOGks, therefore prohibiting Washington. His mother also . his studentsand the education m~Y other
lty ~embers.
Ray's access to. the building.
had not heard from him. After' they were receiving.·
Miner was buned In Seattle,
''I think it's a personal futile efforts with the police.
Well traveled, Miner lived in where his family resides.
thing. Hit'smeoranyoneelse
who they think is an outspoken student, they're against
us," stated Ray, in the September 17 issue of The Merid·
ian, [Lehman College's newspaper]. Ray has been know to
disruptboardmeetingsby yellingandcursingatboardmembers.
"When there's a change [in
officers] locks are changed,"
.says Rodin. Thomas Pierre,
director of legislative affairs
at the USS, supports Rodin's
statement. He says "every
year the. locks are changed."
The USS is still without a
budget this year "because all
the money was used the first
halfoflast year by LaMarre,"
says Rodin.'
.
LaMarre was found to use
over $407,000 ofstudentfunds
for such things as limo services, a trip for three to Mrica,
among other things.
. LaMarre and Ray were'
not available for comment.
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The Thunderbird American Indian Dancers
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An Encounter of Southern Italian and
Native American Ritual Songs and Dances

Written and directed by Alessandra Belloni
and
Louis Mofsie, director of The Thunderbird American Indian Dancers

....

INVEST YOURSELF IN A GROWTH ENTERPRISE
The Claretians invite you to explore a
career with rewards beyond measure.
Where ignorance. poverty and injustice
oppress people, you could help them
stand taller. OUf prize-winning
newsletter. H'ord One. tells about
careers in religion and social action.
We'll send it to you free. Phone 1-8003'28-6515 toll-free and ask for Terry or
mail the coupon today.

John La Barbera
Choreography by Sabatino' Verlezza

.. Original music arranged and composed by

I~-----------------------------------~

:I To Word One, Room 1005

205 W. Monroe St.
Chicago, IL 60606

I

Wednesday, October 21, 1992
Name

_

5:00 p.m.

:I Address,

_

Baruch College I CUNY
Nallin Hall, 12th Floor
17 Lexington Avenue
New York Oty

I
I

I

THE CLARETIANS
A Roman Catholic community of
priests and brothers and lay women
and men ofail ages

I

City

----:...

State

_

Zip

_

Your college or university:

Catered by La Marca Cheese Shop

..

Annette FueDte8, .As~••ni Editor· Newaday
will be speaking on -Op-Eds: 'n1e Subjective Si~ ~1I•.~
on Thursday,Oct. 2Z at 1:00 p.m. Held in the .: .
3rd floor, 135 E.·22 Street. '

Commissioned. by Lincoln.Cen,ter for the· Performing Arts Out"HJoors FestivaJ799:l

. TMdepertment.ofMarketingmake-up and validations exams wiUbe ofI'~red
.onWedD••a8Y, OCLtB, 1~
.
students must apply to the Curricular·Guidance ·Office or the Graduate
Office before Oct. 7, to be eligible to take this exam.
The exams will take place:
2:00 to 4:00 p.m. Room 814 - 26 St.
5:00 to 7:00 p.m. Room 209 - 23 St.

Will be offered by the Curricular Guidance Office ofthe School ofLiberal Arts
and Sciences. The .workshop will be held in am 1604, 17 LexinctonAve. on
Thunday, Oct. 15 at 1:00 p.m.
The workshop is for liberal arts students and those interested in liberal arts
major who have 25 credits or less. The base curriculum and other curriculum
subjects will be discussed. For more information stop by the Curricular Guidance
Office (Room 1503, 17 Lexington Ave.) or call 387-1360.

'!be Conversation Club, sponsored by the English Department, will be
meeting 00:
bet. 13 -topic: SeX EducatiOn and·Sexual MoreS and
~.7. ~ . . topiC: Mock J~b Interriews
. in Room ,11~~
p.m.
'groups with native speakers. The purpose of the
. toimpnve tbeirvocabnJary andc:ommandofspoken
~~ftlI'• nions with others.

. Tu.daY,

The Baruch College Alumni Association periodically allocates funds to
further the aeeompltshmene of student organizations and also to enhance the
image ofBaruch College, our Alma Mater.
An orgariization considering a project relating to an academic subject that
would meet the above stated criteria and would benefit from limited funding,
should request an Application for ~ding from the Baruch College Alumni
Association Office (Room 907, 135 E. 22 ST.)
In order to be eligible for funding consideration, the following application
deadlines have been established:
.
prior to
1. Nov. 9, 1992 for programs scheduled to take place
the end of February, 1993.
. 2. Feb. 1, 1993 for programs scheduled to take plaeethe balance of the
spring semester.

~?;;::~st:a:'===~Z~~=~¥ruiiL7d::::
.'

Scholarships will be awarded at the New York AssociatioD arBlackJ~
ists' Scholarship and Awards Dinner on Dec. 4; 1992•
. . For .an.application,Jile~'_l'Q..U!"'",,~-_---_
..
1·1'8)168=3494,,'---- .-.,-- ..--- .-'- ..- .'
.,._. 1.
.__ ..~ ._. _" .
All applications must be postm.rked by Nov•.13, 1992.

386SX-25Mhz. AMI· BIOS

386SX-33Mbz. AMI BIOS

•
•
•
•
•
•

386DX-40Mhz 64K. AMI BIOS
486DX-33Mhz 64K. AMI BIOS
486DX-33Mbz 256K. AMI BIOS
486DX-SOMhz 256K. AMI BIOS .
486DX2-5OMbz 256K. AMI BIOS
486DX2-66Mhz 256K. AMI BIOS

Hard Disk
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

1 Megabyte of high speed 70ns RAM
42 Megabyte 28ms IDE hard drive
1.2MB 5.25- or 1.44MB 3.5" floppy drtve
Compact Desktop or Mini Tower cue
with 200 Watt power supply
Super IDE-IO controller with 2 Ser1al.
1 ParaDe! & 1 Game Ports
101 Key Eahanced keyboard
Eight expansion sIot.s
FCC Oasa "S-

•

.PREE IIOVSB

•
.

•

Coproc:esaor

Monochrome System

$650

(wi monoctlronae monltDr)

Super VGA System

ZENTEK 386DX-40Mhz

(.-&121< 11 bit SVGA card
.& 14"'SVGA MOnitor)

•
•
•

486DX-33Mhz CPU
64K tntra-fast Cache Memory
Socket for Intel or Weltek MathCoprocesaor
2 Megabytes of high speed 70ns RAM
89 Megabyte ISms IDE hard dr1ve
1.2MB 5.25- or 1.44MB 3.5- floppy drive
Compact Desktop or Mint Tower case
with 200 Watt power supply
Super IDE-IO controller with 2 Ser1al
1 PanIlel & 1 Game POrts
i 01 Key Enhanced keyboard
EIght expansion slots
FCC Class "8-

•

386DX-4OMhz CPU

•

•

Socket for Intel or Weltek MathCoproc:easor
1 Megabyte of high speed 70ns RAM
42 Megabyte 28ms IDE hard drive
1.2MB 5.25- or 1.44MB 3.5- floppy dr1ve
COIJl))8Ct Desktop or MinI Tower cue
with 200 Watt power supply
Super IDE-IO c:ontroDer with 2 Sertal.
1 Parallel & 1 Game Ports
101 Key Enhanced kC)'board
EfCbt expansion slota
FCC Class .-S-

•
•

•

JIRIZ,IIOVSE

• . FREE JfOVSE

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

64K Ultra-fast Qiche Memory

Monocbrome System
SuperVGA System
(wI5121< ,. bltSVGA C:8rd

•
•
•
•

•
•

$699

Monochrome System

$875

Super VGA System

(wi monochrome monitor)

(wit Me 11 bit SVGA C*'d
& 14"'SVGA monitor)

& 14"'SVGA lnonlllOt)

$1149
$1349

•
•
•

We Specialize in: Repairs. Maintenance. Networking. Upgrades. & Installation

~~

3670-12 W. Ocean8icIe Road

Oceanside, NY 11572

9
79

ORDER LINE: 516-678-2065
TECH SUPPORT /cUSTOMER SERVICE: (516)671-2079
FAX ORDER: (516) 6,.-2551

KEY # : PBR

HOURS: MONDAY-SA1lJRDA Y 9:OOAM-6:OOPM EST

TEAMS:
• VISA.Me, roo, Cab. Certified 0'CCk
• S4.oo chIrac for coo 0Idcrs
• New Yark ales tax is IppIicable

• 30 DIy money beck ~
• One yea wmwty 00 ~ and lalla
• Shipped within 24 hoIR
• PriciJv is ~ 10 c:Nrve ~ naCicc

=;

m

256 lWobyte SlMM - 70ns
One Megabyte SlMM - 70na
Four Megabyte SIMM - 70na

$lJ9

Display Monitor
12- Amber Mcmocbrome Monitor
14- SVGA 1024x768 (0.39mmJ
14- SVGA 1024x768 (0.28IDmJ
14- SVGA 1024x768 (0.28IDmJ Nt

•
•
•
•

Video Adapter
•

Acumoe 16 bit VGA w/256K

•
•

TrIdent 16 bit SuperVGAw/512K
TrIdent 16 bit Super VGA wliMB

•
•
•
•
•

Zentek 2400 BPS Internal
Zentek 2400 BPS External
Zentelt 9800 BPS IDtemaI
Zentelt 9600 BPS External
GVC 9600 BPS InterDal

mmm

•
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•
•

Wlndowa 3.1 (OEM)
DOS 5.0 (OEM)

•

•

ZENTEK

3~9

Memory Module

ZENTEK 486DX-33Mhz

...

G~ 9800 BPS External
Zentek 9600/2400 FAX/Modem

Artec: ~button aertal mouae
Software

--

i79

~J:
19

'm

I

$79

$la

And Much More••• Please c.Jl
(lfet• • k c... """'-' 8M' .... CD . . .,
Mell. Ifw......
Baruch.CHP

A TWO-SESSION WORKSHOP
TO HELP YOU MAKE A
GOOD CAREER DECISION
.

. f

Help on Choosing a Major & Career

249
79

1.2 MB 5.25- F10ppy Drtve
1.44 MB 3 .. 5"" F10ppy Drtve

•

(wi monoc::hrome monitor)

$795

f

42MB IDE 28ms HD
89MB IDE ISms HD
106MB IDE I5ms HD
130MB IDE 16ms HD
210MB IDE I6ms HD
245MB IDE ISms HD

Floppy Drive

ZENTEK 386SX:-33Mhz
386SX·33Mhz CPU
33% faster than 386SX-25 CPU
Socket for Intel or Wcitek Math-

J29
J39
J99
579
629
159
899
9

ean

Students interested in familiarizing themselves with Golden Key National
Honor Society should visit the information table that will be staffed from 10:30
a.m. to 6:15 p.m. on MoDclay, Oct. 28, 1992 through- Thursday,·Oct. 29, 1992
~.~iiI~=:1 in the lobby of 155 East 24 Street.
Student officers from the Baruch College chapter will be available to briefyou
on the eligibility requirements and programs and activities sponsored by our
chapter.

Motherboard with CPU
•

·~1Cii·or

Join Golden Key National Honor Society

UPGRADES

•

•
•
•

Balk Rate herOdllatted
N/A
5.25 DSDD . $22/100pcs
5.25 DSHD
$35/100pc:s
N/A
3.5 DSDD
$35/100pc:s
$45
3.5 DSHD
$55/100pcs$65
Printer Ribbon

•

-

Is being offered. by the Placement Office (PASS Office) of the School ofLiberal
Arts and Sciences on Thursday, Oct. 13, at 1:15 p.m. & 6:00 p.m. RoOm 1504,
17 LenngtOn Ave.
Bring your lunch'dinner to either mfmnal wurksbops teaching various resume StephenH. Gayle Memorial Scholarship Awards
,College students pursuing journalism careers are e1igibl~ to win one of
writing styles including c:brmological, functional and ambinatiClll. Han~ samples
several StephenH.Gayle Memorial Scholarship Awards for $1,500 from the New
of each style will be provided.
. The wc>rkshop is open to all students. If you have any questions please stop 'York Association ofBlack Journalists•
Applicants will be judged on their writing ~kil1s, academic record, journalism
by the PASS Office (Room 1504, 17 Lexington Ave) or call 387-1370.
r---------.....;.----------..;....-.--:..;--'----.:.---~--,
experience and overall abilities. Applicants must attend college in New York

Floppy Disk

Zentek is proud to have served
more than 80,000 customers
nationwide for over five years.
Now we are offering students
and faculty a chance to purchase
our brand name com~ and
computer hardware' at wholesale
pnces.
Ifyou order now, you can buy a
Zentek system at the same pnce
that retail stores pay. That means
savings of from S100 to $500, or
you could resell the system for a
profit.
You'll find that Zentek's prices
are extremely competitive, and our
systems are completely reliable.
And we ship all phone and fax
orders within 24 hours.
If there is ever a problem with a
system, we offer a 30 day moneyback guarantee, and a one year
warranty on parts and labor.
For high quality & great service
at affordabfeprices, Call or visit
Zentek' 5 showroom/factory, and
mention this ad.
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Conversation Club Topics
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Attention Clubs, Funds Available!

Resume Writing Workshop

Reception will follow
17 Lexington Avenue, Room 306

-----------------------------------~

The Center for CommUDieation located at 570 Lexington. Ave. at 51 St.
1) "WhoAskeciMe To Be A Bero7"on WedDeaclay, Oct. 14th, from 2 to4
p.m. will explore·the way in which the media create- super heroes from proathlete~ ~ and the neptive effects that result iftheydon\ live up to the image•
The panel inc1udes Lesley Vl88er, CBS; Bob Li~ The New York ':nmes; Brain
Holloway,former New ~nglandPatriot andL.A. Ram, who how thedi~tor at
the New YorkState Division for Youth; andRichard Lapehick, executive director~
Center for Study or Sport in Society.
. .

Liberal Arts Freshmen Workshop on Curriculum

Featuring authentic instruments, masks, costumes and giant puppets

.Please send me your FREE religion
and social action newsletter.

Media seminars

2) "Sam. DoJlS1d&oD: On His Ovm,- en Friday, Oct. l ' at ~O to 2:30 p.Dl.,
television's most cutspiten Npca tel" talks bmuicastjoumalUm asa career.
.A11_DriD8rsareft88 toatudent8and mewty-:' $6.00 for 8veryc)neelee. Sp8ce
canbe reserved by caUing the .Center at 836-3050.

A Folk Opera dedicated to the healing of the Earth and of all Nations

•

Marketing Make-up Exams

is

1492/1992: Earth, Sun and Moon

8

OJ

* View a Videotape
* Take a' Career Test
Thursdays, Oct. 1, and 8
Oct. 22, ~n~ 29
Noy. 12, and'19
Dec.' 3, and 1~
1:00 - 2:30 pm
360 Park A:Demte South
Room17Q4

:~Bandt.,
:irExplorati.on
IiBree.
R _ t:eRIIIt
: . PIIk AwruI SouIft. Room 1701 / 212~-3521

Ifyou need some help in choosing a major and a career, come to a workshop
on Exploring Careers. There will be four 2-session workshops in the Globus
Lounge at 360 Park Ave. South, Rm 1704.
.During these workshops, you will view a videotape, complete selfassessment
exercises, and take vocational interest inventory. These are designed to help you
get clear ideas about what major or career
would be best for you. The dates and time for the workshops are: Oct. 22 &
29; Nov.12 & 19; Dec. S & 10 • (Club Hours 1:00 p.m. ·2:30 p.m.).
Evening workshop: 'l'hursday, Oct. 15 &: 22 - (5:00 p.m. - 7:00-p.m.)
Educators and students interested in the Fifth Annual AT&T Collegiate
Investment Challenge should call Car10e Torres at (718) 417-03'79 or WaD
Street Porttblios at 1-800-545-1975 ext. nl"ortbrther deta11sabout perticipating. The cost is $49.95 per person. Late registration aecepted untl1 November
30,1992.
".

Concert
The Aaron' SilbennanConcert Series is' having ·a The Alexander String
Quartet perform works of Mozart and Smetana on Thursday, Oct. 22, at 3:00
p.m. _in the Na'1in II8IIIRoom 1220,17 LesingtoD Ave
FREE Admission.
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Write For Ticker News
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Media Hype

EstabUsbed In 1932

! A New Beginning At the USS

Takeii For a Ride..'

Rafael A. ilantnez
.
Editor in chief

Kathryn GarcIa

The University Student Senate was created to represent and lobby for the students of the City
.! University ofNew York. It was set up to protect the students from being taken advantage of by
~ the CUNY administration. Its ability to do so was hindered when the chairperson of the Senate,
Jean LaMarre, went on a "spending spree- in his first year as chair.
He was cleared ofall accusations ofillega1 behavior and even elected to a second term. His reelection damaged the ability of the USB to be taken seriously as a body that represented students
rights.
Now, Jean LaMarre has resigned his position, which is probably the best thing he has ever done
for the students as the chair of the USS.
'
The USB DOW has an opportunity to get itselfback on track so that it can do what it was created
to do in the first place. Protect the interests of the students throUgh out CUNY.
The first step that they have to take is to set up a constitution so that the chair and the delegates
can not take advantage of a vague bylaw.
The second step will be to recruit involved and responsible students who understand the
importance ofthe USS and its role in fighting tuition hikes and the College Preparatory Initiative.
To some, LaMarre's resignation is a setback but it should be seen as an opportunity to create
a better representative body for the students. Let's just hope that the current delegates see it as
such.
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Why Ask "Y"
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Time magazine's 1991
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The Year.- Therefore you can
imagine how disappointed I
was to listen ttl'Turner rant
and ~ve incoherently 'half an
hour,followedbyanother halfhour dedicated to insulting
studentsattemptingtoaskhim
serious questions.
Even as he was beingintroduced, Turner was beginning
to irritate me. 'nUs big-time
businessman couldn't even sit
like a decent human being, the
way any teacher would expect
from a stucientsitting in his or
her class. Rather~ this -media
mogul- satslouchedin his seat,
with his feet floating a couple
of inches off the stage. Then
the real fun began; Turner
spoke. Instantly, it was clear
thatTumer, who was supposed
to be speakingon "Global Marketing Ccmrmmications,- had
not prepared his speech at all.
If I had pulled a similar stunt
in Speech 1010 last year, I
would stillbe taking the course.
All Turner could do want
was -ramble on about the
environment, the need for
population control, and the
evils oforganized religion. At
one point during his pontif
eating, Turner stated that he
Continu«! on page 9
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The Ticker is PUbliShed,
bi-weekly, seven times a I
semester,
by
The f
Tickereditorial staff at
1 37 E. 22nd Street, New
YOrk,N.Y. 10010, Room I
301 F. All work except
printing is done ~y
Baruch undergraduate
and graduate students.
All typed and signed
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I
I

contributions and letters
are welcomed,and should
be mailed to the above
address. Our office is
opened" during regUlar
school hours.. Anydisplay
advertising questions
should be directed to the
Advertising Manager,
Business Manager or
Managing Editor at
(212) 387-1182.
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To the Editor:
By Hillel Caplan
I was looking forward to Mr.
My name is Helen Shum and I am on the lower council of the
It's always nice to see an Turner's speech, as I'm sure
DSSG. The issue that concerns me is the maintenance of the alumnus try to give something the other 1200 faculty and
elevators within Baruch College, since all the students and back to the school which gave students who filled the
faculty depend on them. Taking the elevatoris second nature to him his start in the world.
auditorium to capacitY did. In
many of the students at the school and so are the breakdowns in
It's even nicer when that faet, I skipped a meeting ofmy
service which have been occurring more frequently over the alumnus is in a position to own club, of which I am
course of last year and this year.
make ,a real difference in the president, to hear Mr. Turner.
I've decided to take a stand since I got stuck for the third time quality and reputation of the I was expecting to hear a
in one ofthe express elevators, in the 23rd street building, with school. One such Baruch brilliantly crafted speech
twelve other people including one faculty member for half and alumnus is carl Spielvogel, packed with insight, from Mr.
hour. A crew from outside ofthe school had to come in and help chairman and CEO of Backer Turner (a fellow native of my
repairthe elevators due the lack ofmaintanince Staffwithin the Spielvogel Bates Worldwide, home state of Georgia). After
school. Also, when we asked for assistance there wasnoimmediate Inc., one of the largest
response and "no update on what was happening with the marketing communications _"
elevators.
companies in the worl
iil1IId'l
What I want from you is to write an article that will get the Spielvogel)las
~
•
attention ofthe administration so that they will do something to .._..$p!! ' :- .
solve the problem.
"
-l.~.~~tLilPf~ ma
e lecture
designed to bringhighprofile speakers to Baruch for
the enlightenment cf'Barueh's
students and faculty and the
enhancement of Baruch's
To the Editor:
In response to the "Attention XY Chromosomes" article dated reputation. Therefore," before
Sept. 22, 1992 (Features section); I feel for the women of this Igo any further, let me be clear
harsh society, I feel for the pain and hardship they face as a that I bear no ill will against
result of nature or God - the cramps, PMS, child labor .and a Mr. Spielvogel, and indeed I
myriad of others. But this blatant, unwarranted attack on all respect and appreciate what
men is not only unfair, it's simply ridiculous. Maybe the writer he is attempting to do. My
is a feminist "wanna-be." But not even the feminist movement feelings toward the man whom all, as the flyer advertising Mr.
is that harsh or even that low. For to suggest that men are Mr. SPielvogel chose as the Tumer's speech stated, he is
responsible for all the world's ills especially when they affect inaugural speaker for his the president and chief
lecture series, Ted Turner, executive officer of the Turner
·women is as narrow-minded as the writer herself:
She told a story about women waiting for that phone call and however, are an altogether Broadcasting System which
owns CNN (I'm a political
.
the guys never calling. But she forgot the part where the girl different matter.
Let me begin by saying that junkie, addicted to Crossfire
becomes a member of the notorious "Gimme, Gimme gang."
·Gimme" a new pajr of shoes or ·gimme" that new outfit or the
ever popular, "ginuhe" some space. Itis said, be careful whatyou
wisbforyoujustmightgetit. Andsheprobablyptal!~~~~
she wanted and now she's lonely. So my advice to you and any"
other woman in a similar situation, would be to get up off'your
proud yet beautiful behinds and give -rHE~ a caD.
By_the_way.. -wh9 the hell is ~em~~~~_H~,!do y~:xe:ct_
us to be more-empatbizing when you refer to us as iif~
Rememberit takes two hands to clap andtwo to tango. Soplease
let's all be more empathizing.
Rawle Jackman
Freshman
Writers 1letIponse:
Thank you. YOW' letter WGB (z perfect
ezampk ofwhat I mean about some men beiJW thoughtless ond

0)

~

:I

An XY Responds
To the Editor
Your article • Attention XY Chromosomes' (Features section)
in the September22ndissueofthe 'lkkergavemetheimpression
that-you went into a relationship knQwingfull well your chances
ofsuccess were poor. Now, the foreseeable results have come to
pass and you find yourselfabandoned (or shall I say, ·dumped"?)
and brokenhearted. Perhaps you cannot be blamed for defying
the odds anel pursuing what you most wanted. But, nor can you
avoid primary responsibility for yom: own unhappiness. When
someone deceives and misleads us, he or she deserves
condemnation. When we deceive ourselves, we deserve what we
get.
In order to alleviate the heartaches that XY Chromosomes
cause you, I suggest you do the following: get yourself a harem
of boyfriends. that way you can have all the pleasure of men
without any of the problems that commitment and mo~~y
entail. And while Y9U are at it, please change the defimtlon of
your so-called ·verb" Learning The HardWay from "a state of
depression brought on by males that have no conside~tion"to
"growing up andtaking responsibility for your own actions and
the mistakes that come with them."
.
Edilberto Viera Jr.
Freshman

Writer's Response:
The article -AttentiOn XY Chromosomes- WGB not an attack
against aU men. It was mainly an article to make some
inconsiderate men realize how their actions can affect fIQ7I&e
women. Your definition for learning the hard way could also be
used for the word respomibility which G lot ofTtUJ1.es don't know.

The opinions expressedon the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not .
necessarily represent the opinions of The TICker editorial staff. The TlCkflf accepts only
typewritten and signed opinion pieces of not more than 750 words from Baruch College
students. PubflCation of Op-Eds is contingent upon an editorial board vote. Letlers must be
no more than 350 words and signed. Names will be withheld upon f8(JJest. Address aU
pieces to the Op-Ed Editor.
.
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Chipping away at the Gorgeous·.mosaic

N

0)

~

By K.C. Sierra
It's amazing.
(W)
,..
Last month I submitted a
( J)
.c story defending the cause of
o police officers across the city.
A day after the story was submitted, 10,000 off-duty cops
nearly started a riot at City
Hall. In fact, some were reported to have jumped on cars
and shouted racial epithets at
passers-by.· Others -carried
abominably racist signs referring to our mayor as "the washroom attendant."
You blew it, boys. Nothing
is more harmful to a worthy
cause than unworthy participants. Just as no one could
have stated Daryl Gates' case
better than the hundreds of

-

-

8

was Ute message of the Los issue at stake. The "Dump
Angeles riots. Equal protection Dinkins"sentimentwas clearly
under the law was the mes- manifested by. the cops that
day, some of whom were blasage ofWashington Heights.
What message were the tant racists who have nothing
cops unsuccessfully trying to against "niggers," but don't
conveylast month? What were want one running the city.
they getting at? Ostensibly, They don't feel represented by
they were upset over the pros- their mayor, which is valid.
pectofanall-civiliancomplaint They shouldnot be represented
review board. In all honesty, by their mayor. Mayor Dinkins
they are right. The review has too much respect for indi\»oard should have SO~ police . viduals ofany race, and racists
representation. Ifit's only one should know that they do not
or two members out of 12, that have a representative in Gracie
would allay any fears among Mansion. He's our mayor, not
the ranks that they are being yours.
Then there are those other
unfairly and harshly judged
by people who don't know what cops. -You know them. They
were the majority. They were
it's like tobe on patrol.
But there was a greater the ones who were not drink-

rioters, black and whi te, jn
South Central LosAngeleslast
spring, noone couldhave made
a more eloquent easefor' an allciviliancomplaintreviewboard
than 10,OOOoff-duty,beer-guzzling cops and their cronies.
What remains to be done
at this point, however, is for
people to distinguish the legitimacy of the cause-from the
irrationality ofthemessengers.
The people in Los Angeles and
Washington Heights were
wrong to riot, especially in a
society such as ours, which
guarantees thefreedom to demonstrate in peaceful protests.
But they also managed to
force people to understand
their plights. Urban neglect
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ing beer, jumping on cars, offering sexist and racist remarks at City Councilwomen
and news reporters, Theywere
the ones who, likeme, watched
in awe aaDinkins becamejudge
and jury in the Jose Garcia
case. They were the ones who
felt personally offended that
the city chose to payfor this
man's funeral, thus implicitly
admitting guilt and convicting
Officer MichaelO'Keefe before
anyone had a chance to review

" ...he has
systematically
failed to
include' the
police in his
gorgeous
mosaic."
the evidence. They, too, have
no representative in the
mayor's office. Unlike the.raeists,however, theydeserveone.
In 1989, after winning the
Democratic nomination,
Dinkins told an enthusiastic
crowd that he would be the
"toughestmayor on crime this
cityhas ever seen." Threeyears
later he's paying for the funeral of a drug dealer andcondemning, however implicitly,
the actions of a police officer
that
well have been defending his life. This is the
toughest mayor on crime?
--What.couldbe more detrimental to the idea ··of mmngsafe·
-streets in a safe city?
This mayor may not have
failed on crime overall (hisSafe
Streets/Safe City program is
brilliant in theory), but he did
fail in one thing- he has systematicallyfailedtoinc1ude the
police in his gorgeous mosaic.
Washington Heights will live
on not as a riot, but as the day
the police realized they have
no mayor in New York City, Is
this not a reason to demonstrate? Is this not a reason to
protest? Is this not a reason to
become outraged and angry?
Where are the defenders ofthe
L.A. rioters? I don't hear them
saying the police have a right
tobeangry. Instead, they point
fingers and say, "See! I told
you the police are no good."
They point to the irresponsible few as the legitimateconcerns ofthe many go unheard.

may

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS
EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTI1NG YOURSELF
THROUGH RE
NT.

T

h ink about supporting yourself for
twenty-five, thirty years or longer
in retirement. It might be the greatest
financial test you'll ever face. Fortunately,
you hC\ve one valuable asset in your
favor. TIme.
TIme to take advantage of tax-deferral.
Time for your money to grow.
But starting early is key. Consider this:
ifyou begin saving just $100 a month at
age thirty. you can accumulate $192,539*
by the time you reach age sixty-five.
Wait ten years and you'd need to set aside
$227 a month to reach the same goal.
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At TlAA-CREE we not only understand the value of starting early, we
can help make it possible-with flexible
retirement and tax-deferred annuity
plans, a diverse portfolio of investment
choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over a million people in education
and research are already enrolled in
America's largest'retirement system.
Find out how easy it is to join ~hem. Call
today and learn how simple it is to put
yourself through retirement when you
have time and TlAA-CREF on your side.
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Tearing Down the Walls
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inspirational-talk about role
models and the respect they
should command.
Also on the first day of class,
No doubt~ut it. 'Ibese
students' comments on 'their' foreign bornIeducated professors
new professors usually range hold a vast depth ofknowledge in
from "Yes, that's my man!" to their fields. Most importantly,
"What? They switched they are eager and willing to
professors on me and now my transfer that information to us entire semesteris screwed up!" now that's teaching! On 'the
True or not?
I'm stunned when a foreign
born professor walks into the
room. Without fail, I'm

By Sue-Peng Chua
schizophrenic toward Great
At the beginning of every Britain who plundered and
semester, if you hang around raped their country yet
after class long enough, you'd i mpl emen te d an Errgl i sh
hear many stinging remarks curr-iculum which enabled
\ about the class being too many to study abroad?
or
difficul t and too boring.. understand why he bought a
Undoubtedly, there would also Chevy even though he believes
be students ranting and raving Japanese cars are better?
about the professor's "inability
All these tidbits cast
to speak English 'good'."
different angle oflight on what
Honestly how many times American born citizens take for
have you muttered these same granted. There are people just
Continued from page 7
words or heard other students like us (if not better) who feel
has five children. "If I were
mutter them outside the and experience life's ups
:J
getting married today I would
classroom? lsit too many times and downs, but due to a lack
only have two," he said. All I
or not enough?
of language fluency' are
These students usually have hampered in their English
this thought in mind: "Say, communication. We shouldn't
why are they teaching at simply dismiss them for a slight
Baruch anyway? Is it to keep language difference!
our threatened accreditation
"Hmm," one may say, "But I
di espectthatTurnershowed
afloat by clinging toaffirmative wannaleammycostaccounting,
for Baruch's students was
action? what's the big-deal of com puters and marketing. If I
unbelievable. By this point,
English?'~
hiring a non-WASP that can't wanna be cultural, I'll hop on
all I could say was that the
speak English correctly?" Well, down to the Student Centerand
man was a schmuck (which I
I believe that the rationale is mingle." Cut the bull and get to
did say to more to one person).
that foreign born/educated the fact. But hey, hold it, isn't totally awed. It's not their
Finally, I simply walked out. I
professors bring with them a it true that by the year 2000, expertise in their field
went over to the Day Session
variety of beneficial cultures NYC will have an equal that impresses me, every
Student Government, where
whichfilters into the classroom. number of racial "minorities" professor has that. It's by
they were embroiled in a
I don't know about you, but I as "majorities"? Maybe it's good the immense commitment
debate over which council
love these professors' tiny to start now and understand and effort they invest into
members should be given
personal tidbits. For example, them (along withtheiraccents). researching, -, writing and
keys to the treasurers office.
how many professors do you Honestly, how many of you lecturing in a non-native
Honestly, I found the key
know speak about Asian squat actually go out of your way to tongue that astounds me. As
debate more important and
pot toilets with a passion? Or learn about culturally different one of my professors asked, . entertaining than Turner's
professors as children used to people? Test yourself: Whenis . "How many of you here (in
speech, not to mention more
go ga-ga over a pencil made and how do they celebrate: 1) . Four North) can speak Korean
tional.
i n America? Or learn to·
.'~ EveIjrtime I think about the
pronounce "bagel" correctly ~~~&P~C:::~~;c~:;"~;:~r;'!~s~a;:::. our that I wasted listening
to Turner's raving~ I grow
after innocentl~saying "I ate a (NeeHow Ma?)~ 3) Three Kings professOrs to be applauded or
what? These people are
beagle for breakfast?_" Or feel . Day (Mira!, no sabe, eh?)

a

part ofthe student, itmay take

•.

effort to get the hang ofthings.
But with sensitive ears and an
open mind, I'm sure professors
that are women~people of
African, Asian, European and
Latino descent give' us the
global orientation we need in
the nineties.

Turner's World

"H.ow many ot'
yo u here

can speak, _.=~_~.""1!~lI~!I:~~o;~,~
K~ l\~1!:r
as we

c

angrier. I accomplished
nothing during club hours (or
should I say club hour-never
mi
t's a separate issue)
ursday.I'm not a
lionaire, but I stay
in campus activities,
and I consider my time to be
fairly valuable.
The other thing that upsets
me is that Turner probably
got, paid very well for his
Ii ttle outburst. From what I
understand the College didn't
actually pay the fee itself, but
even if Mr. Spielvogel paid
Turner's speaking fee, the
money he spent was meant
to help Baruch and could
have been used far -more
productively. All thatappears .
to have been accomplished
was in getting Baruch's name
in the gossip columns of the
D8ilyNews and heaven only
knows .what other tabloids. '
All I can say to Mr. Turner is
having heard him speak
makes me glad·tba:t

,Idon~t

live in Georgia anymore.

Black Watch

Imperialism's Gain Is Humanity's Loss
By Tony Medina
meant togo (which was East to gold and land and power, to
What Columbus discovered Asia to establish another trade join the Spanish ruling class.
whenhe accidentally stumbled route and to force Christianity And how theybrought contract
upon the Caribbean islands on the Asians). We are not told laborers from Europe, poor
was peace. And then he of the 300,000 inhabitants whites and prisoners(some
destroyed it.
of the island of Hispaniola volunteers and some who were
This is the legacy ofthe West (now Haiti and the Domican kidnapped) to mine and work
and this is what Europe Republic) which Columbus the plantations because they
brought to the New World. governed for 2 years, and how were unable to successfully
Though we are continuously the population was reduced by enslave the natives, who not
duped into believing that the half because of the barbarism only died from overwork and
white man brought progress of the Spaniards, who forced starvation, but the advanced
and civilization to the world.' the natives to mine gold; and if
He had, in fact, set humankind they didn't, slit their noses and
back into the swamps with the .cut offtheir hands; and how the
tadpoles.
Spaniards rode their backs like
As e lementary school mules and forced them to carry
students, we were (and still are!) them in hammocks; and when
trainedtofaithfullymemmzeand they resisted, caught them and
.mouth the names of the 3 ships hung them 13 at a time in the
Columbus anived with. And we name of Christ and his12
eagerly pronounced them with disciples! Or how Columbus
assurance when called upon to "gave" one of his soldiers a
recite them. And we were nativewomantorape,initiating
continuouslytoldthesimple story the first recorded sexual
of how Europeans believed the encounter between natives and
worldtobeflatandhowColumbus Europeans.
insisted it was round and setout
Instead, we're told that weapons ofthe Burcpeanserid
to prove it.
Columbuswasagreat navigator the many diseases they
This paternalistic approach to and that the lands were nearly brought with them. And how
colonizing our minds continues barren 'and juSt waiting to be when the white contract Iaber
throughout the entire educatioo conqueredfWe're told that be could not suffiee, because they
system. We do not learn that discovered America!
As if too faced poor conditions, and
Columbus came with armed Arawaks andCaribs~ who disease, they turned to
soldiers determined to force migrated from South America, Africans enslaved from the
Christianity and slavery upon , .did not occupy those territories , GuineaCoastsuppliedtothe~
those they deemed ~eathens.» 6centuriesbeforeColumbusand by Portugese slavers. The.
Nor are we taught about hispirateseame. We'renottold segue is·not lDade about how
Columbus'~motivation that Spanish Conquistadores's Columbus's tactics ~re soon
for traveling(hislust lor gold), pushed further into the adopted by other European
or the actual place whe~ lie AmeriC8$insearchof'S11verand ~onsandel1bcedthmaJgbout.

".. .the
Spaniards
rode their
backs like

rnu 1es •.• "

the rest of the Americas, north and the systematic destruction
and south, in a massive trans- of people(s) of color andtheir
Atlantic white supremacist cultures and civilizations.
Malcolm X said: cror all our
capitalist free-for-all. Or how
America picked up on these studies, historyis bestqualified
inhumane practices, gainedits to reward our research," Ifwe
lands by annihilating Native were to seriously study the
Americans, c:reateditseconomic legacy of Columbus and how it
base off of Africans, and still affects us today, we would be
practices imperialism and neo- better equipped to stop the
colonization throughout the backward flow of the "New
CaribbeanandLatinAmericaand World Order" and struggle
steadily to advance humanity.
literally influences the world.
Today, .500 years after Educatorsmust notbe allowed
Columbus's invasion, while to continue to colonize our
7,000 people die monthly in minds, working with and
Somalia from starvation; and within a system designed to
fascism is running rampant in evfde reality. The role that
Bosnia; and the white South educators must play without
African government continues beingcohortsandco-conspirators
its racial bloodletting; and witbtheirhandin thecookiejarof
Haitians escaping economic history, with their hand in the
and political repression piggy bank ofImperialism and
(instigated by this gov't!) are . cultural annihilation is to
turned away by U.S. military simply tell the truth! Because
forces and drowned beneath the role of education' should
the raft of U.S. imperialism not be to program us to act
disguised as foreign poliCy; and obedientlyant;l aecordingly in
asAmerica undergoesanother a given society_ But should
economic depression; and teach ~ about ourreanty~and
American corporations dump ifneedbe~how toehange it.
Our reality is tied to the·
American workers in search of
cheap laborin Latin America legacy of Columbus and what
and the Caribbean, the ruling . his invasion has lead to today.
classes that have gained most Even though we areinthe belly
from Columbus's invasion will oftheimperialistbeast, itis up
spend billions celebrating his to our edueators and students '
Iegacyandfurtbercanonizetbe and activists to stimu1ate~
myth of the man responsible inspire and create critieal
for. setting the stage for the thinkers that. work towards
. exploitation of the Amerieas advancing hUmAJll'81ationa.
\.
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Will The Real Clinton Please Stand Up

B~

By Massimo S. Salerno
get, Clinton wiD free more
:§. Presidential eandidate Bill·· fUnds for eciueation. Workers
F
Clinton has held a command- who lost their -jobs due to
~ inglead in the polls over Presi- changes in technology will be
dent Bush since the early part retrained by the government.
~
ofthis summer. Still, fewvot- His platform is eto put
("') en have read or heard much .people first.-·If
Q; background aboutBin-Clinton,
Although Clinton has served
.D
as governor for 13 years, Aro the ·Governor of Arkansas.
Through negative cam- kansas remainsoneofthe poorpaigning by the Republicans, est states in the nation, with a
we have been told that Gover- continuingdeelinein percapita
nor Clinton raised taxes in Ar- income. Tax rates have risen
kansas over 128 odd times. for the middle-class and poor.
Clinton himself claims he is a Governor
Clinton even raised
.
moderate and even supports taxes on the.sale ofused cars.
the death penalty. - But most
Arkansas is also one at:only
Republicans claim he is just a two. states in the nation withliberal in moderate garb. Does out civil rights laws barring
discrimination'in housing and
any voter know much more?
Not likely. With Bush way' -employment. Clinton probehind in the polls, the Repub- moteda bill last year, butitdid
licans .are trying to bring 'all not pass the state legislature.
the skeletons out of Clinton's
On the environment, the
-closer, They may even invent Governor'sreoord has also been
some stuff. The Democrats, below par. The Kings River, in
holding a sizeable lead in the northwest Arkansas, is polpolls, will not be willing to dis- luted with fecal bacteria from
close any more information on the state's poultry industry.
their candidate, however good, Even though Clinton aRPOinted
which is likely to turn offunde- a 27 member committee to
cided voters.
study Kings River, he has been
Governor Clinton's strongest criticized for appointing
appeal is in his call to correct mostly poultry industry exthe wrongs duringthe 12years ecutives and state agency
of Republican dominance. He heads, not scientists, to exwants to make the wealthiest amine the problem.
Americans pay more taxes, inArkansas also fell to 25th
tends to spend $20 "billion on place out of 28 states which
highways and createa national administer high school cumuinformation network to link lative testscores. This exam is
every home, business, Iabora- given to graduating seniors
ta:y and hbrary by the year 2015. who would like to go to college.
,.. By cutting the defense budAlthough the negatives' in

m

~

8

.-'-

Governor' Clinton's record tution requires a three quarter
8taIld-eut, they are not simple majority in the legislature in
order to increase income
or clear cut.
Arkansas has been among taxes-it is just as difficult a
the poorest statesin the nation task as amending the U.S. Conyears before Clinton became stitution. Arkansas'high sales
governor. But Clinton wasstill tax, a regressive tax, is in reelected five times and is still sponse to the inability of the
popular. The reason for this . state legislature to change the
lies in the bleak expectations twothirdslawmincometaxhikes.
manyArkansas residentshave . "Although Clinton's civil
about their state. With a weak rights bill did not make it out
of the state legislature fast
year, he bas appointed ~ore
African·Americans to state
~'
boards, commissions and departments than any other governor before him."
A large Teason for Arkansas'
poor showing in college entrance exams is due to the large
~ increase of high school graduates taking the exam. Since
Arkansas increas~d state
spending on education and invested more money for financial aid, more students are applying to enter college. Arkansas now ranks second in the
nation according to the percentage of its budget spent
on education.
On environmental concerns,
manufacturing base, Arkansas
spent the better part of the Arkansas is one ofa few states
roaring 80's improving its which conform to federal air
economy but could not catch quality standards-s-probably
because it has such few factoup to the rest of the union.
Clinton and the Democrats ries. With 82 percent of its
argue that Arkansas' tax rates rivers arid: lakes fit for fishing
are the lowest anywhere in the and swimming, Arkansas
United States. It is true that ranks at the top.
Clearly, many Clinton sponincome taxes have been raised
only once since 1928. This is sored programs did work. With
because the Arkansas Consti- job re-training, 17,000 work-

..The positive
effects of what
Clinton
accomplished
during his

administration
will not be seen

for a few years."

ers were taken offwelfare. But
many have returned to welfare because of the economic
. downturn.
It ean be said that the posi. tive eff~ Qf.What Clinton accomplished during hisadminiStration will not be seen for a
few years. Educational gains
will not be seen until students
reachgraduation age, wlule the
short term negative effects
loom allover the airwaves.
. Ifvoterschoose Clinton, they
may choose a candidate who is
unclear in his campaign decisions. In London, was Clinton
ducking the draft at the same
time he waS opposing the Vietnamwar? Is the reasonhis
daughter is tucked away and
out of sight. because Clinton
wishes to keep her out .of the
way ofanasty campaign? Or
couldit be he hides his child so
as to keep issueoffamilyand
Gennifer Flowers away? Also,
Clinton's pro death penalty
position may be a ploy to get
moderateRepublicansonhis side.
To win, Clinton needs to
show the voters he is not a
middle of the road player and
is decisive. Clearly defined
goals accomplish little if they
.are not backed up with clearly
defined methods of achieving
those goals. Clinton's accomplishments in Arkansas will
not count for much unless he
can convince voters and leaders ofbis ability to reproduce
. them on a national scale.
Bill Clinton was voted the
best Governor in the 50 states _
by his fellow Governors. He
needs to be judged the bestcandidate by the public to be President.

T~_f.l~rg.er,Appraisingan.dCompelling
.
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BETA GAMMA
SIGMA
(

Summer·

Abroad
Programs
. . . nMY
Art &Art History
I1aIia Civilizafiaa &Cuhure
~ IJdensiIe ItaIim
. " IaIemaIiaoaI Business
Relations
, CIIIM
. Oinese Stucles
_ _ _ Chin&lmguoge

...... ::::=es
•

.lEla

Greek Umguoge

. . . . . IIdeDsive Spanish
Latin Mericon Stldies
_ _ _ GeReroI ShIIies

~

SpeeD Summer prcgmms to DenmoJk and Engknf
Intermsim programs 10 France, EngIoOO end Ecuador
For men infonnatian, pIecM con1oct:
The College fI Slaten Isbd
Center fcIlnnaiono1 Service
30 Bat Shef, 21X1 FbJr

Gr8ek CNlzation &CWture ~=-=
~r~ ~:2530
-GenerQ Shdes
Fox (718) 39G-6S37

ECUADOR

.....
.....

Whether you priipaIa for Q summer or semester, study abIOod
con be a Iife.daging experience. l.ecJD anew bnguoge, mar.
.intenIaIioId fdends, learn IDOII abo" yogsel and your Oft
cuIhn, learn about your heriDde col incrIme your unde~
rllhe wodL aI while eomiIg college credit!

Member rl1be CoIege Consortium for Intemationd StuGes (COS)
The College fI Stofen 1skJ9d/CUNY sponsoring overseas progrtlRlS
for over 10 Y8OIS.

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP IN BETA GAMMA
SIGMA, THE NATIONAL BUSINESS SOCIETY ARE
AVAILABLE AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS, 46 EAST
26TH STREET:

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
(BBA Majors)

GRAQUATESTUDENTS
(MBA, MS, MPA)

DOCTORAL STUDENTS

ROOM 902
9:00 - 6:30 M-TH
9:00 - 4:45 F

ROOM 910
9:00 - 6:00 M-TH
9:00 - 5:00 F

ROOM.929
8:30 -4:30 DAILY

/

The (011eg8 of Staten Island
of The CifF Univenity of New York

APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITIED TO THE ABOVE
LOCATIONS OR ROOM 905 ,46 EAST 26TH STREET,NO
LATER THAN NOVEMBER 6,1992.
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He continued his speech by v()w-ofimpertinenc:e.there was an irate stu." ing that fighting amongst the' races derit who began hIs question by discIos-·
was ludicroUs because simply put~we ingsome backgroundinformation about
are part ofone race- the Human race! himself. He claimed he was possessed
This .statement was rewarded with by the devil, Prince, (yes, for all you
applause and cheers. He encouraged - Prince fans out there, he meant Prince,
the people of the eountryto take a .t.M.. .-. 'lexplainingthat as a rep~~Y~:.Y.iew_of
--~._~~~
~:;essi·on,his motherkicked
~....
~.)SI:I:II· e house, where he later..
s
as~' ~~!ftI
omeless.He then questioned
h --as to why we Turner, regarding homelessness and .
were !"OUght onto this planet, «We how he, Turner, proposed to help him
. have to take care of the world", he
stated. He claimed that the purpose
.for living is to try to improve the state
of knowledge of thepeople,
Turner's speech was persuasive as
well as apprising and compelling but
when the question session began, the
flip side of Turner was revealed. He
gave quick, straightforward and authoritative responses which left much
ofthe audience wondering why Turner
. gave such abrasive replies that made
everyone nervous.
..
. Turner became aloof and seemed
~ pompous as he rushed through all the
e: questions by giving quick responses. along with the tnousands of homelesS
~ This was clear when a member of people in America. The student atiBaruch's Advertising Society asked tempted to ask a follow up question
. Turner about the ~te. of America's .. 'whichTurDerqiJicJdYJB'8YeiJtedbySaYTed Turner
gross national product. Already ner- Ing, e...only one per customer." The
.
.
.
vous that Turner appeared apprehen- disgruntled student replied, -I am nota
-~ Maggie_YeJ(l_~~_. ~._'_~_. ._...
be_Q.Il Global Marketing CommlJIli91.: siYe.....tll.L$iu_den.t_Ji.ll~llY-jini.m~tcthi.$.._ customer 1'''0 and was rebJmed .toJJis..
. T.&-Tumer,chiefexecutiveoftic:er .tioDs,-be.t.ouchedoluJUcb.~-tbe
... ~-tO-haV&Tumer-'-88k.hiDi ·aeatbyseeurity.- . ' I
and president of Turner Broadcastingen~ent,overpopuIation,
the stan- torepeatthequesti()nandthatheread
There were only a few who'were
System, Inc., iilaugurated The Carldardofliving, the deficit and religious itelearlyandcoherentlyandwithmore able. to question Turner before he
Spielvogel Lecture Series on Global organizations. Turner, in his Ieeture, life. The audience began to get rest- abruptlyinterruptedthesession by sayMarketing Communications at Baruch especia1lyfocusedon the environment. less. People were Jookingto each other ing "...Well20·minutes are up!" He le~
College. On Thursday, Sept~ 24, in the He mentioned the Brazilian Rain For- to explain Turner's reactions. It was the POdium smiling; it was obviously
23 Street Auditorium faculty, alumni, est and its destruction, which he said more perplexing than humorous. the end of the Ieeture, but there were
students and VIPs from the city's busi- would harm the environment if we Turner was indifferent and uneon- still others waiting in line at the two
ness community filled the auditorium didn't help to stop the trees from being cemed with the student's question. He microphones that were placed in the
to capacity waiting to hear his lecture, cut down. Turner said, "We inv~ted said, CWhy don't you answer the aisles. Goldstein presentedTurnerwith
"Looking at the Future."
the atomic bombbefore the chainsaw, question yourself? ... You can make a plaque for the inauguration, along
President Matthew Goldstein be- but the chainsaw did more damage." your own judgement.•."
with a black and brown suede Baruch
gan the lecture with a warm welcome He then said that the population today
The entire question and answer College ba.Seba11 cap. Turner held the
for the guest speakers and by reading a is at ap~ximately six billiol! people session was brazenly and imperti- plaque andplaeed the baseball cap
letter of apology from Mayor DavidN. which consumes 50 percent of the nently hastened to an end, Speaking lightly on his head with a large grin.
Dinkins for not being able to attend the
lecture. When Goldstein said "•..unable
to attend", a huge applmue from the ',
audience mixed with. some' boo's wereheard throughout the·auditorium.
Goldstein gave an impressive ·description ofCarl Spielvogel'sjourney to
success. -Before he turned the microphone over to Spievogel~he said, "There
is noone who better demonstrates what
you can do with a Baruch education
than Carl Spielvogel." As a Baruch
alumnus he is noted for being responsible for creating The New York Times
Advertising and Marketing column, he
left the Times to become Chairman and Earth's biomass. As compared to 15
CEO of Backer Spielvogel B~ World- . percent total consumption in 1938, the
wide, Inc. which has become one of the year Turner was born, when the populargest marketing communications lation was at only two billion,
Moreover, he cited the obvious reafirms with an estimated annual billing
son why there exists so much crime
of $5 billion.
and
violence in major cities, namely
Spielvogel began his positive and
entertaining Speech by expressing -his New YorkCity -simply because we are
great pleasure that Turner would inau- all fighting for more free space as a
gurate the lecture series for his Alma resultofsucha densely populated area.
Mater. He mentioned how proud hefelt Hecomparedthe strugg1esofcity dwellto represent Baruch College and indi- ers to that of "rats in a cage." Turner,
cated the importance of Baruch's loca- who owns a 5,OOO-acre plantation in
tion in New York City. He then intro- Jacksonboro, South Carolina, asked,
"What good isit to be rich in a bumedduced Turner.
Turner's speech was informative, out world? I have five children. If I '.
unambiguous and thought provoking. were getting married today I would
Although his speech was presumed to only mvetwo. WehavetDgetPltgtemive."

"There is no one who
better demonstrates
what you can do with a
Baruch education than
Carl Spielvogel:'

Goldstein
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rich in a
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enjoying a new status in .the body else or alone, without '...
~ld for the first time·in our anyone else."
Foreign ~rJ~.~~.State. 1U~.aaa state.. --The-diPJe- Wtthregards~t&thet'allMlo---~
of . Israel, Mr.
Pe~ matic .glow equals the· geo- tinians, Mr..Pe~s 8xplained·:
offered a special address to an graphic one. Until recently, that ~e have offered the Paloverflowaudienc:e OfAmerican Israel was opposed, ignored, . estinians, wbichis an interim
college students·and univer- .or rejected by half of the hu- solution, politically called 'ausity faculty at Columbia manity." The Foreign Minis- tonomy.' .The official title is an
University's Miller Theater. terthen proceeded to outline interim self..;government arThe address entitled-:peacein Israel'sapproaeh to peace,
rangement." TheForeign Min- .
the Middle East: A VISion for· current status of the negotia- ister continued by explaining
the Future,~waSthe first pub- tions, and his vision ofa Middle that suchan interim solution ..
lie address to the American East at peace.
is necessary to bridge tbe -great·
universitycommunitybyahigh·
Mr. Peres explained that gap between what the PalesrankingIsraeli official since the "The secret of the new policy tinians are aspiring to and
recentIsr8elin8tiO.n8lelec.tions. (of the Labor government) is what we can afford for today."
DavidCh~fitz,the Direc-. not to charge other people to . Mr. Peres quickly added that
tor of Student ·Mairs it the provide us with peace, but to "autonomy is not'independsnea
Israeli Consulate in NewYork, charge ourselves to obtain it. and it must be clear."
noted, "Thereha$beenanover- We feel that we have to lead it
Mr. Peres continued by
whelmingly enthusiastic re- initiate it, in a determined explaining the reasoning besponsetotheevent. Overthirty manner, and occasionally to hind Israel'srenewedquest for .
. schools from New York, New deal alone, and when needed a peaceful solution. Mi. Peres
Jersey, Connecticut and Penn- to take unilateral acts without said that Israe1's .quest for
sylvania will be represented at expecting any reciprocity, be- peace is not motivated solely Shimon Peres, foreign Minister of Israel
the event." Prominent among cause this is our way and this by "political considerations or -- the schools were the five senior is our wish."
strategic necessities, I think obscure on pe
.
think tween Israel and Egypt.·/
co''Ileges o·fth e City U·
mversity
The Foreign Minister ex- we are answering a call of the .I
.
of New York: Baruch, Brook- plained that, "The negotiations Jewish history.
way
Mr. Peres finally turned
.~
lyn,City,HlIllter,andQueens. are being conductedon twolev- ._p.~ 1 '
ms- to the status of the Israeli.
The representatives from els: The bilateral level, whi
co ..
mparingthe Lebanese bilateral negotiaBaruch College were John -includes the Jordanian-Pal
. an position tothatofEgypt, . tions. Mr. Peres explained
h
be
f
ated
which
is the only Arab state to that Israel will wait untfl It
C.amac 0, a mem r 0 the tinian group, the Syriangrou
fro hi
·1
I
J..
ar
m
.story.
have
signed
a formal peace reaches a settlement with
DSSGIower conner an
. el the Lebanese group, to settl--·
h ld
~ Ilowthem?
Y s oun we 1.0 ow em?" treaty with Israel. Egypt re- the Syrians because "the
C ap I an, president of the the. disputes of the past. More
M·
h
d
r. reres t en escribed ceived the entire Sinai Penin- Byrii an-Lebanese relations
B arueh College Jewish Stu- or less, security, diplomatic th
1 ti
f th S .
e yrran- sula in return. Mr. Peres also have a very special charaee evo u on ot
d ents AlIi ance,
relations, and the second level, I
1· bila ral
.
srae l I t e
negotiations. hinted at Israel's desire for a ter which out of. respect to
Mr. nceres was introduced which is the multilateral en- Mr
Bled
bY
the gagement, where fourteen
J ewrs
p
at
\All
ia Arab states are participating, d oubl'Iemonologue
1
thatnoneof ·Ian President Assad, observ- acter" that Mr. Peres men.
1_11_
U mversity.
Fuuuwing Rabbi with the aiin to build a new them met the ~ther, became ingthat "the Syrians are terri- tioned was a reference to
Sheer's introduction which.. Middle East. We feel very
.
. eventua1lya dialague between blysh y. Their.leaders are re- the roughly 40.000 troops
listed the various
ministerial strongly that J·ust b
zuarantee
a the t wo p arties,"
.
--&
es, Mr. nceres . 1uctant to meet our -Ieaders," that Syria has stationed
In
positions ~Mr.Peres has held, ·peaceful future 'or a future of summed· up the"Israeli diffi- Mr. Peres contrasted the Lebanon.
the Foreign Minister hastened the. r
peace in the Middle East.
culty W1ith the S
·
·ti
Syri"
ynan
pos1 on
an sreluctanceforaRabinMr. Peres then turned
to add that he had served as Mr.• Peres addedtba...., "I thi"';"1f
l·te
·thdrawal
f
IsA
d
nA
0 camp e
WI.
0
·ssa summit to'the historic. to the multilateral negotiaMinisterofReligion,totheroar- we could have settled mOst of raelidefense forces from the . visit of. Egyptian President tions.-We feel very
ing applause and laughter of the problems with the Jorda- GolanHeightsinexchangefor Anwarel-SadattoIsrae~which strongly that unless we
the audience.
nians but I am not sure that a settlement by saying "the setthe stagefor the 1979 Camp shallconstruct a new Middle
. --Mr.·P-eres~faced..hia-re- ..the-~8.aN-wil1ing.or
.SyriaD&.ar~-clear ..mlthe....David..Ac.cords.._whica forma1~. _. East...we_sbal] not.epjo;y. _the
marksbystatingthat~sraelis . ready to do this ahead ofevery- Golan Heights, they are·rather izedthe peace settlement be- permanenc:e-ofpeace."

yo-

en
yothe weekly postings at the 23rd street
building.) No my friend, I suggest you
consider joining one ofthe many other
more respectable clubs on campus so
that your soul may rest easier. Following is a listing of some of the lesser
known ones that still have openings:
DRAMA CLUB: I was going to join
this one myselfbut I'm told you really
have to be open minded about it. Apparentlythe whole thingisrun by Thespians (and those wishing to become
one) Well, to each his own I say.
LAZY ARCHEOLOGISTS CLUB:
.If you're sort ofinterested in past civilizations but don't really feel like puttingmucheffortintoitthen this maybe
thecIubforyou! The group usually sets
up various excavations around 23rd st.
, digs for about 15 minutes, and then
tries to determine what civilization was
like about three weeks ago.

TOASTMASTERS CLUB: Don't
let the name fool you. This is not, as I
had originally thought, a clubfor people
who want to become really good at
making toast. As it turns out these
people are all talk.
ADVERTISING CLUB: Objective
is to put up ads, hold parties and
meetings to get more members so they
can put up more ads, have more
parties....so on and so forth. Sort of an
elaborate pyramid scheme. Agoodidea
at first but things can get pretty ugly
towards the end of the semester.
. . WAS.S~C. (Womenof' Any Shape,
Size, or Color): A small, non-discriminatory organization, that gladly welcomes everyone of the female persuasion. Meetings are Thursday and Friday evenings· at Bar Why. (Ask for
Hector or Frankie).
ROOFTOP GOLF CLUB: Lots of
fun, especially duringrush hour. Points
are scored according to the targets you
hit. A bus is 10, cabs are 20, and NYU
students 100.
Well, that's it for now. Pm ofT to
enjoy my favorite club, turkey and swiss
with lettuce and mayo.

Ed RUbensteiri,QeneraIManagerS.l~S.·lntemattimal .

A.M.A Kicks Off with
High Level Executives
By Sami Butterfield
.Mr_Carl Denny, a certified personThe Baruch Collegiate Chapter of nel consultant, President of Cariden
the American Marketing Association Personnel will be the featured guest at
(B.C.C.A.MA) once again brought in the B.C.C.A.MA on October 8th. His
another executive from 'the business topic will be resume writing and job
world, Mr. Steven Roth from Research interviewing techniques. This will be a
International, Inc.. Mr. Roth spoke on return visit by Mr. Denny who previGlobal Market Research.
ously spoke on allied topics. Thoseofus
Research International, Inc. is the who were fortunate to participate at
largest custom research agency in the his previous .presentetion found his
world. They are mainly involved with unique method of interaction and inquantitative surgery research. They terplay with the audience to be a most
design research speciallyfor their larger stimulating learning experience.
clients including: A. T. & T., Unilever,
The B.C.CAM.A. will be attending
. Hilton Hotels, and Taco Bell restau- the A.M.A. Eastern Regional Conferran ts, Their surveys are made to mea- ence in Rhode Island ·on October 30th
sure customer satisfaction.
to November 1st. The theme is-"Mar- .
On september24th the B.C.C.A.M.A. , keting Strategy: A Celebration of Prowas faced with adilemma as.we had' fessionalism, Productivity, Profitabiltwo excellent programs that we could ity,and Prestige."
have attended. The club had Mr. Ed ••- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -•
Rubenstein, the General Manager from
. S.1.S. International,ab1 1 si nessresearch ..
company, who· talked on "Differences
between marketing here and marketing abroad." It was an interesting topic,
well presented and greatly appreciated
by those attending.
Several
members
of
the
B.C.C.AM.A. were privileged to attend the reception followed by the lecture by Mr. Ted Turner. Mr. Turner,
the international entrepreneur and
marketing genius spoke on the environmentand corporate responsibility.
He concluded his lecture with a question and answer period that was both
am using and informative.
'V'IV\I
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same city system. If your credits were
good enough to graduate from the two
year college what is wrong with your
credits in the new four year school.
Hey,Jook at it this way, statistics and
biology 101 are the same where ever
you go, so why do some seniors schools
reject those credits that many of us
have worked hard for?
Although many students that are
experiencing ·this ordeal feel disgusted
and cheated, Here is a word of advice.
Hang in there! You've come this far to
give up now because it's never toolate
to become what you could have been.
If you have any comments, send
them to The Ticker 137 East 22nd
Street-Box 442 New York, NY 10010.
ATTN: Features

$J:IiIt -"

SPICWO",.

IT'S NEVER TOO LATE!
problems would be personal matters
that many students endure, such as:
Baruchians with children and a family
or students with twojobsata time or so.
fm sure I speak for many students
when I say the CUNY system is about
85% responsible for people not graduating·on time.. When I say Clontime," I
m~an when a stud~nt walks into the
college at age 18 or so, they should be
expected to graduate at age 22. After
all~ college is only a four year institute
that at times takes people as long as
ten years in some instances to graduate. This is because in the case of
transfer students, they loose almost
halfof their credits earnedatthejunior
college. That isnot fair. ·Ifone earns 65
to 70 credits to graduate from the two
year college, they should be allowed to
transfer all of the credits to the new
sc~.· Especially if it is within the

••

the

24~HOUR· QUAUTY

By S.Conway
I have often heard many students
complaining about the simple fact that
they are over 25 and are stiUin college.
Usually when speakingahoutthis, they
usually say"Damn I should have graduated already!" This has been a problem
for ~ long 8$ colleges and universities
have been around.
Really, the students that usually are
faced with this situation are not students that did not have to take
remedials or students who take 16 or
more credits per semesterand summer
school. Pm talkingabout students who
have beenjerked around by the CUNY
system by way of traDsf"erring from a
junior college GI"by students that have
taken remedia1a over ancI over again.
'I'hcee are not the only eireumstaDc:es
that accompany such attitudes by students faced with thi. problem. Other

Ci1

Shimon·

Decisions, Decisions!

Ci5 By M.W. Ferro
.g
I must say I was very surprised
o when .I was invited back to write this
o little column. After all The Ticker is
probably one of the most prestigious
organizations on campus, and simply
being permitted within its' hallowed
halls is indeed an honor. Before I even
begin today I want to state firmly and
.resolutely that all the accusations of
misappropriation of funds are totally
untrue. In my short while here I've
,- found that everything is strictly on the
up and up, and all those nasty 1ittle
stories of rampant and uncontrolled
spending are highly exaggerated.
In fact, the cutbacks which have hit
the entire university have affected us
just as much, if not more so! Why one
need only walk about our Spartan offices to see how we're barely getting by.
For example:
1) We're all forced to share the
same cappuccino maker.
2) The masseuse only visi ts twice
a week now.
3) Jell-O wrestling has been restricted to club hours.
I myself wondered at first whether
we really needed five blonde Swedish
typists but I'm now convinced that
they're truly incredible spellers.
You can stand there all you want and
talk to me about "recession" and "budgets" but show me where it says we
haveto accept domestic champagne in
the clubbarl Still, I sometimes find
myselflooking out from my small office
high atop the Ticker Tower, staring at
my bright new Jaguar parkedjust outside (every new writer gets one) and I
get all misty-eyed at thel'Omance of .
being a struggling journalist and feel
that somehow it's all worth it.
A lot of you are probably thinking
right now -"Yesl I too-want to give it all
up and run away to become ajoumalist." And to you, dear friend, I say you
don't know how lucky you· are not to be
involved in this whole messy business:
The pressure, the deadlines, the five
blonde secretaries typingandsweating
away all night to get the next issue
out....why it's a fate I wouldn't wish
upon my worst enemies. (Those ofyou
wondering whether you've made my
list ofTen Worst.Enemies, please check
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By Billel Caplan
On September ~ 1992 the
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The Fashion Corner

The Long and Short of It In Designer Fashions
By Chanize Thorpe
I know what you're thinking, "If I
wanted to read afashioncolumnI would
pick up a copyofVogue." True enough,
but some ofyou don't have the time to

read a thick magazine filled with the stylish by adding a ZipPer to it. This
latestfashions. What you needis some- makesyour skirt comfortableandfashthing quick. - So here.l am, giving you ionable. Once you've found the right
the scoop on what's supposed to be hot skirt, the question is, what doyou wear
in fashion today.
with it? It's very important to keep
A new trend(?) that has popped up proportions equaL Cardigans and slim
on the runways and streets are long jackets are sure to m8ke your skirt
. skirts. Many fashions designers seem work for you. Boxy jackets, shirts and
to think women are showingtoomuch sweaters can make you look dumpy. Of
leg lately. The mini-skirt, once the course, every great outfit requires deepitome of one's wardrobe is now. re- cent shoes. Ankle boots and platformS
ceivingcompetitionfrom the longskirt. are· great finishes to an elegant look.
Fashion designers give a coy "It's your
DOn't get me wrong, lam not in the··
choice" when you decide to wear longor position to dictate whether you should'
short skirts. Then you take a look at wear long skirts or not. My only interthe pictures from their fashion shows. est is to inform you ofwhat's out there.
They show long glamorous skirts on I prefer the short skirt simply because ..
slim beautiful women. As we stare at i~s comfortable and I happen to be .
the pages we think "Hey! I want to look blessed with decent legs! Even though
like that!" But let's be honest, how the short skirt shown by Todd Oldham
many of us are 5'9" and wear a size 6? is a little quirky, I'm glad some deSign-.
Are you like me and were born with ers own c:oneeptoffashion· with marebigger than Cindy Crawford. hips? But gard for the public can only hurt a
let's notbe discourage. Thethingabout designer. em 1988we tried to dictate to .
fashion is, ifyou Want to wearit, there's thec:onsumersthatalll!enilirieswo1ild··
usually a way for you to do it. So for be ,short," says· Liz ClaiborneS7 Ellen·
those who can and those who wish to, Daniel ~t bmt our business."
. here's the way to wear a long skirt and
Myadvic:e t;() you is wear what You'
look fabulous!
are mostc:omfortablein. Don't letfasliLong skirts are classified as being ion dictate .your wardrobe· You may
at least 34" and should hit just above endupwithsometbingtbatyou1lnever.
the ankle. A -slit is important for the ~ . wear again. Ilmow what
taDring
skirt because you'll move easier. Ifyou ~. rYe got tbis crinolin skirt bangbuy a skirt without ~ you may end ing·in my c10setjust waiting... OhweD 7
up ~ng like a piM.' '!be skirt you don't·have to. take my word for it.
shown by Donna Karan makes the slit Thechaic:e is yOurs.
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Conducted by Kathy Garcia
Photos by Zelphia Phillips ,

. We invite you to .nd in your pnba -mar, and lhawn't had a
. l~ aituatioDs" aDd questiens to the relationship fOr twoyears. I met·8OIDeT1CKEKofIiee ordroptbemotrin our
~ last 88IIle8te!" that I really erQoy
~ at the student Center.. ' Allquee- , being around, but they don~ want a
~_tbatareprintedwi1lbekeptanany eerious relationship. Should I stick
moUs, though we invite you to identifY
around and eee what happens?'

, -rm

What do you consider tobe the
most important issue in this year's
pr esidentialelection?

yoU1'881ftous.ifyouwish.

Some cI the questions we-Ve been
hearing are: ,

.-XjUtstaited te1riiJgc:0une8 for my

maQarantireatizeit'sgoiJwtobealotof
work. ' Ibave a pai-w;ime jOb and he
always been the one in the family to
- ~y best friend haS been gaing with
take .C8Ie my you.npr brother ·and
Let us know what's on your mind.
this guy for five months, and rve seen
sister. rm'wOlriedbecause I can't leave
lots oCchanges in her personality. Ev- myiOl\·andmy·motherstiIl expe;cts me Wewelcomeyour~lIituations
erytime I go out with them be always , ,to take care of'my·hrotherancl-sister.-, andproblems. Write to: TickerAdvice
Column, BcK '"2.

.,«

~ Ch~, Iower8eDior

MarthaJ. Paredes
"Education because mimriues
arenotgettinganywhereandit'sa
footstep to getting anywhere, get-

-nie economy because the
- recession. Right now many
people are without jobs and if
the economyis much better we
can get jobs."

TheBest~Of America,~

ting-better~-

By Chrisoula Papouts.kis
For the last five years, Golden Key
National Honor. Society has participated in the national effort to reduce
substance abuse. It has created a Drug
and Alcohol Prevention program, called
Best of America, where students on'
campuses across the nation have been
reaehingout to young people with posi-

. '.- ."

l~{:-::\~·::. ·::

/

"Definitely ecor¥mics.Since everybodyis~aboutemnomic

plansit'sprettycbvious.&SSPerot
Futouthis~book whidlis
on the best seDerlist. I figure with
"the debatescomingnowin Oct.dler
thatis
. tobethe.main
~ "
...
-~-,-~~----.~._-,-~-._"K~-~
'. ingisslJe, ifnd; the ODly ala"

hunglyandstavingand then they
wmderwhytllereiscrime. WIlen
people are ~ they do what
. -- -the)'-haYe todttogetW"

.
"cation

.Help Guide Tomorrow's
Leaders

To Become a mentor working with
elementary school students in
EastHarlem

Mark-ErSClioff;semor - .

/

..

. '

thiscrucial issue, that
among the students.
. Attempts to decrease the supply of
dmgshaven'treducedtheuseofillegal
substances very much. Furthennore,
alcohol and tobacco are readily available and are addictive and potentially
dangerous. Clearly,youngpeoplemust
make the rightchoices to move forward
tivemessagesaboutlifestyle~decision with good health and a clear mind.
making and goal setting. Once you Since, we~ascollegestudents,arestriv
begin such an experience, you will find ing for successful futures, we should
itveryrewarding. That's why we would pose as positive role models to influlike to encourage all members of the ence the children to value their educaBaruch Community to participate. .
tion and life.
As a volunteer, you will travel to
if you are interested in becoming a
local schools, vi sitingwith young people volunteer or would like more informaabouthowtJ:1ej~,.canpl~s~es_sfuland,,tion J please. contact Chrisoula
..
fulfillinglives.Thereare~deswhich
.'Papoutsakis,GoldenKeyBaruchChapwill assist you With the presentation . terpresident,at(718)728-39050rDean
you will give to the students. However, Aaron at (212) 447-3500, in the Stu"no one can put words in your mouth," dent Development officelocated at 360
-·'itsw}rat·yottfEferan-chmlterstamta:bout:--Park
lWenue-south-ilrRm:s-t'102':
.... - " "L".'~..:-..:.-~...;...;,;;;;;;;.;;..;.;.;;.;;.;;.;.;.;.;.~~~~~~;",;,,;,;,;..;~~
.......................
- .,
.-. _._ ..-- ._..
....• -... _ _

Gladston Mcintyre, upper
" sophomore
"The economy!"

Lila Johnson, senior
-&lp the porpeq>le, how can
you give 1he rich a tax break and
leaVe the pocr people pxr 'and

.

-

-~

contact:
Zelphia Phillips at (718) 604-2055
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HELP FEED NEW YORK CITY's
Homeless and Hungry
Suppport the upcoming on-campus
Canned Food drive

-

\

Sponsored by the:
American Marketing Association
Beta Alpha Psi
Day Session Student Government
Haitian Cultural Society
Jewish Student Alliance
Puerto Ricans for Involvement, Development and
Enlightenment
Society For Human Resource Management
The Ticker
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KEEP AN EYE OUT FOR DROP-OFF BINS AROUND CAMPUS
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_Criteria: The nominee should have made a significant contribution worthyof student
recognition and emulation; the services rendered should 00 above and beyond. the faculty
member's regular responsibilities, havingtaken. place over a period of years - on or off campus. _
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• '---:-------=~~~=--~-......;.---.,.;,.---.,;....:....-:.

FuN Name and Rank of Nominee:
Department of Nominee:
Name and Title of Individual making Nomination:
Address: ...
Daytime Telephone:
Evening Telephone:

-

Basis for Nomination (Briefly describe how the nominee meets each of the above
criteria):

Not only does "Mr. Saturday Night"
star Billy Crystal, butit'salso his directorial debut.
Crystal stars in the title role of
Buddy Young Jr~ Stan Yankelman,

Although Buddy was funny, his
arrogance and rudeness, were always
his downfall. Buddy learns to make it
asacomic,butonlybyinsultingpeople
and which he thinks will work the
Buddy'sbrotherandmanager~isplayed same way for him in life as it does on
by David Paymer (City Slickers). Julie stage. Eventually Buddy was good
Warner (Doc Hollywood) plays Buddy's enough to star in his own T.V. show,
wife Elaine~ and Helen Hunt (The and after that there was no stopping
Waterdance), is Annie, Buddy's agent. him. Through the magic of television
The movie focuses on Buddy and he became the sweetheart of a man
Stan. "Mr. Saturday Night» spans the that ev~oQ.e would in,.yite into their

Deliver or send all nominations to The Baruch' College Alumni Association ,
135 East ~_2nd Street, Room 907, or Box ·280, New York, New York 1-001O.

Gary Si nise and Joh n 1\;1 a I ko vic h in rv1GM's drama
"Of rll1ice And Men:
By Rafael A. Olmeda

=r~ih1~~-",,='H'r=::#.~~~='
It will take amovie like Gary
bad ttmes. ThIs -mOVl.e'IS about dy. Mos.t.ofthe time BudaY made it Sinise'sversionof-OfM}ceandMen"'to

givenaname,

although

,..,
~nsenar.

A stimulating residence and program center
for American and international graduate students

TEACH.

~

.

Single dormitory rooms: $400-$500/month
Apartments and Suites: $500-$900/month
Umlted number of scholarshIp rooms available at $300/monthCafeteria £, Pub
Laundry & Shop
Qym & Aerobics

If you're a U.S. college senior or master's candidate and fluent in a
foreign language, look into this rare educational opportunity for
elementary and secondary teachers. Our Teacher Tuition Assistance
Program (TIAP) could provide you with:

Social Activities
Cultural Events

for reservations caD:

212/316-8436-~~~~

• FREE TImON • FREE IIIIS • AIUIRAIITEED .IDB
QI.

All we ask in return is your 3"year commitment to teach in one of
our innovative magnet schools.

VALUABLE~ INTERNSHIP

Hurry, now recruiting!

OPPORTUNITY!

Call (816) 871..772Q or mail the coupon. We'll send you a 1TAP
Infonnation Packet and FREE color poster.
-------_.---------~~------------------------------~----

For Student Preparing for Career in Advertising
1 or 2 Students Mon and/or Wed Oct. - Dec. 1992 10-4PM

MAIL TO: Terresa Rodriguez, TIAP Coordinator, School District
of Kansas City, Missouri, Room 811, Dept. X ,1211 McGee Street,

,

K·sas City, MO 64106

CITY

STAlE

Prepare yourself for an advertising career working 1 or 2
days a week as a non-paid internln liveiy small ad' agency
on 5th Ave. & 20th St., NYC. Work as a direct assistant to
busy Preaident.Good typing skills-and excellent phone
manner required. You learn agency methods, procedures &
terminology, client relationships, media research marketing
planning, working with artists and copywriters, etc. You'll
receive help in planning your job hunt strategy and a working
crecfrt on your resumel
.
( !mernshULaIso available Spring & Summer, 1993)

ZIP

PHONE
~

,

COLLEGE ATIENDING

An equal opportunity employer. M/FIH/V

Phone today! ADS- UNLIMITED 929-4299
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treated

more sympatheticaI1y by'Sinise than
someone'slifeandnotabomtcomedy. It . knownthat'a,11Stan.wasgOodforwasto make moviegoers realize that seme- Steinbeck. Steinbeck's characterizaopeDs..witbtbe two bmtbers-PeIform~.. _ietbim a_~._.._B31_d_dyla~J"J>ecam~.Jl __ .. ~~~ ~--not ofte~ a st.oD' can be so tion was relentlessly seductive, a
ingfortheirfamily~-ditmerand the father andhe wasjustasinsensitive to _powerfulthatit can c;;:iy.awbOlemoVl~n -'-':Womanwho
takenji:ii(ie iIi:'. - .
jokes are the usual family satire and his daughter, Susan, ashe was towards
Based on the classic novel by John successfully seducing Lennie. But
family impersonations. Though they Stan. Susan she felt she was never Steinbeck, the film is as close to flaw- Sinise played on the theme of loneliwere funny in front of their family we good enough and never got enough of less as any movie you're likely to see ness, and you end up understanding
neverunderstand whatmotivatedthem his attention. In time even she became this year. Sinise directed and produced why Curley's wife so desperately seeks
to start performing.
the bunt of his jokes.
the movie, and stars opposite John the .attention of men other than her
This was a basic flaw of the movie.
Then there was Elaine, his ever Malkovich, who delivers an Oscar-eali- .mconsiderate husband who thinks of
.Though it spans about fifty years of patient wife. She stuck by him many ber performance as Lennie, the big, her more as a trophy to be displayed
Buddy's life, it left a lot of questions years even when Buddy took her for strong workingman with themindofa than a person to be ioved.
unanswered.
granted and never really showed that child, totally dependent on the wits of
There is one other fascinating perStage fright prevented Stan from he loved her.
Sinise's George.
formance in the film, this one by Joe
being a success at stand-up. Buddy on
Buddy later faced many difficult
George and Lennie are ranch work- Morton, who plays Crooks. Morton is
the other is a natural.
hardships, finding himself all alone ersduringtheDepression,andthefilm known from his roles in "A Different
"Mr. Saturday Night" has a lot of andnoticingthattheworlddidn'tlaugh opensmysteriously with the two friends World," "City of Hope," and "Tenninaflashback moments which are not fully as much when he was around anymore. running away from what appears to be tor 2;" but in seven minutes ofstandout
developed and seem to disrupt the flow
"Mr. Saturday Night" was neither either a posse or an angry lynch mob. It screen time in this film, he manages to
ofthe movie. For instance in one scene good nor bad. It just lacks certain takes a minute or two to get used to the make all previous roles look like practhe two brothers are six and nine years elements that would have made this ideaofMalkovich playingthe bigstrong tice. A victim of the open and shameofage. Immediately following-that is a moviemoreheartfelt. Crystal tries too guy, especially if you have seen his less racism of the time, Crooks is left
scene where they are fifteen andeigh- hard, but in the end he is not very . brilliant prior performances in "Dan- alone, while the rest of the characters
teen, again performing for the family. moving. Audiences seem to be enjoying gerous Liaisons" and "Making Mr. bunk together in a sort ofbarracks. He
There is no insight into the characters' the movie, but it's really only for billy Right." But soon the part is his own, never crosses the line, and is surprised
motivation, only that they made their Crystal fans, Others may want to wait and his portrayal leaves you equally when Lennie decides to pay him a visit.
family laugh.
until it is released on video.
anxious and amused.
Those who have not read the book
It is fitting that the two end up in will find it very easy to follow the movie,
the town of Soledad, which is Spanish due in large measur.e_.to_the_fa.ct_that__, _
for "loneliness," a dominant theme of the novelruns approximately 100 pages
the story. Lennie and George cling to and is comprised mostly of dialogue.
each other, each relying on the others Horton Foote's screenplayis well-paced
stronger qualities for protection and and worthy of Oscar consideration.
survival. They are driven by their Those who have read it will be surcamaraderie and by a simple dream to prised at how faithfully it is executed,
own a ranch where they can hire help- even given the change in Curley's wife.
ers.of their own. Lennie knows the Theendingisalsoshav~sothatithas
dream by heart, and all he can think less of an 1940~s style "wrap-up of all.
about is how on this ranch, he gets to loose ends so that we know that every______.....It!iC..t..&.!oL~lC..rabbits. "Tell me about the 'thing,ends up okay," On film it's an
rabbits, Georg~," be pleads before re- improvement. to the credit, of Sinise,
Ientlessly interrupting his friend's and the power of the' final act is less
promise of a-better life.
chluted.'·
_ _.
.
_ The two find work and meet up
It is difficult to explain the plot of
withotber,~c~hands, including Ray . this movie without revealing too JD.UCh
Wa1ston~ 'wlio play,s Candy,· a -one- about what bap~,.mostly because
handed sweeper with an old, faithful very little actually happens. Thepower
dogheholdsiDoredearthanmostpeople of the story lies in the relationship
bold him. Also on the ranch is Shen1yn between George arid Lennle, and later
Fe~ .who plays the wife «the boss' Candy, who shares in their dream of a
son, Curley (Casey Siemaszko).True better life to come.
to the .))ook, Fenn's character is not
ADdLennie gets t.otelld the raiDta.

woul«fllave

500 Riverside Drive., New York 10027
(By 122nd St. on the Hudson River)
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where he describes him as a, -charismatic, made up, ~erpaid, blown out
Republiemi.» It was cOrmDemorative of
the disparting scene in Spike Lee's "Do
The Right Thing"_ Next we see Jerry
Brown owrly eoneemed with his appearance, enthused over a book of p0litical anecdotes and eagerly awaiting
the end ofa class he was lecturing; this
createsan image we may never have.
seen. One ofhis funnier responses was
to a question regarding the Japanese
industry. Brown says, "Japan is declining don'tworry about them, America
is on the rise", as he quickly walks
away. George Bush was amazed with a
supermarketcheckoutscanner. Patrick
Buchanan blatantly walks away when
asked a question he considered too personal. The question was, "Why does he
advise other to have children and he
does not?" In a special appearance,
Arnold Schwarzenegger says that
Democrats look like a bunch of girly
men.
"Feed" furnishes a different perspective. It is indicative of the nature
ofpolitics, which is not something to be
taken too seriously and not with these
leaders. The fluff in politics is manifested, many smiles and friendly handshakes, but lack of address towards
major concerns. The conduct ofsome of
the candidates was surprising, their
puerility was momentarily entertaining, but upon recalling that they are
amongst out leaders, it was frightening. Perhaps, we should not be phased
by this because it is not unimaginable,
but upon confirmation' an impact was
really made.
Now playing until October 20th at
the Film Forum, located at 209 West
. Houston, "Feed-is enlightening, funny
and a must see.
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Calling all voters, calling'all vot.D
ers! The Film Forum has released a
o
"0 new film that will delight all political
o enthusiasts. Thereis a limited engagementoftwoweekssohurry.ltisam·ust
see before the election. Kevin Rafferty
producer of "Atomic Cafe" and James
Ridegway's new film "Feed" by Original Cinema, is a humorous documentaryofthisyear's presidentialcampaign.
"Feed" literally provides a candid
look at our choices for President. This
was, accomplished through satellite
"feeds" which are simple roof top-installed satellite dishes that collect television images ofthe candidates as they
prepare to go on the air before the
public. The film allows us a glimpse of
the reality behind these campaignsand
candidates. They are revealed unguarded and at their worst.
"Feed is a compilation of political
anecdotes and is worth seeing even if
only to see pro-choice Bill Clinton's
reaction to a young man's facetious
inquiry of, "How many abortions have
you caused yourself?" The film commences and ends with a shot ofGeorge
Bush sitting, looking blankly into the
camera, doing and saying nothing. Is it
possible to provide a more precise characterization?
Among the more memorable excerpts, is Senator Paul Tsongas hilarious counter attack on Pat Buchanan
<D

Bravo for Bovell and Cast of:
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A Whiter Shade Of Pale

Record Review

Richard Younger

More than half-way through A
Whiter Shade ofPale , Enoch, the main
character, suspectssomethinghas gone
awry with his Iife, As he leafs through
an oversized script he discovers that
the play has been rewritten by the
other cast members. He then re-does
the play from the beginning.
This unorthodox transition is only
one in a series of amusing absurdities
to be found in Earl Boven's one-act
play, A Whiter Shade of Pale, which
wasperfonned to an enthusiastic audience at Baruch's theater on Thursday
Sept. 24.
"
Also directed by Bovell, a Baruch
student, A Whiter Shade of Pale was
originally conceived as for his final paper in a play writing class,' and was
performed this past summer at the
Village Gate. It clocks in at over thirty
minutes, but as stated in the program,
"it has the capacity to quickly become a
play ofany length, with any location, at
the whim ofany DirectJPlaywright who
may choose to produce it."
The plot revolves around Enoch.
. (Guillermo Diaz), his girlfriend Marie
(Lisa Marie Templenizza) and their
parents. Rounding out the cast were
Christopher. Colli ns, who assumes a
variety of characters and Lakshmi
Srinvassan, who plays Maria's mother
and in addition to other roles.
Bovell's wit and creativity are evident early in the play, when Enoch
declares to the audience that the didn't
write a part for his father because he
didn't want him in the play. Later,

when Marie's parents motions to speak
(they are mute), Enoch explains that
because he has never met them, he
didn't know what they might say.
In the tradition of early Woody
Allen comedies, Enoch addresses .the
audience directly, alternating between
narrator and actor by stepping in and
out of a spotlight that leaves the other
actors in darkness. Bovell uses this
stage device wen, and is careful not to
take it too far.
The principal players, all who have
appeared in last year's production of
Wait Until Dark, gave fine performances. Diaz is engaging' and likeable .
as Enoch. Tamplenizzaadmirablyholds
her own as his exasperated girlfriend.
However, the standout of the play was
Collins. His sublime comic timing and
chameleon-like ability, to shiftbetween
characters is impressive and hilarious.
In one scene, he successively appears
as all the members of Enoch's family.
Playing.Enoeh'smother, Collins sported
a shoulder length wig and spoke in a
Jamaican accent.
Using a minimum of props which
were arranged by Vicky Carrasco,
Bovell's student production was a fanciful spoof. A Whiter Shade ofPale is
a play within a play that unravels before the-audiences' eyes and delighting'
in its ability to follow with theatrical .
convention.
\ Congratulations to the staff and
cast of the Theatron Stagewise Company for. a job well done!
'

ByKenMarb
. Ql~ and ~hesewords seemtc1summarize the public perception abOut todays job market.
Chances are that we all have friendsorrelative8 who
have been laid ~ even if",e have Dot gotten the ax
ourselves. So what's a college student suPposed to

Chrysalis Records

do? ~r taking some·Mylanta fot the heartache we
may want to digest some raw data from the Federal
Reserve Bank of Cleveland. Since most students
~ou1d rather go in for a root canal, I win try to
Slmplify the data.
.
We all know that the economy is in trouble.
Instead ofoffering workable solutions, the only thing
that the politicians seem to be good at is blaming
foreign competitiOli; namely the Japanese. Here is a
suggestion: forget about the politicians.. The economic conditions are slowly' but surely improvirtg'
without their help. According to the September 28,
1992 issue of Forbes "The U.S. has been steadily
creating more, not fewer, higher-paying jobs."
The August 1992 issue of Economic Trends,
published by the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland
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By "'esley Smith
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'Today's Job,: Market: How Bad. Is It ?

Carter The 'Unstoppable Sex Machine
1992 The Love Album

Carter The Unstoppable Sex Machine is the deliverer of1992 The Love
Album. The key word is ~ and
boy does this group believe in prompt
delivery!
After being signed by Chrysalis
Records in 1991, Carter has released
twoalbums. In August-1991, there was
101.Damnations which was immediately followed by 30 Something in
Octoberofthe same year. Ifthat wasn't
enough to make your head spin, they
also released a six: track CD, Bloodsport
For All earlier this year," Now just
when you thought that you had-time to
revel in their past accomplishments,
Carter The (truly) Unstoppable Sex
Machine is back again with 1992 The
Looe Album,
Carter is, lead vocalist and lyricist
Jim Bob and guitarist and drummer,
Fruitbat. The Carter sound consists of
a very complex musical styles. Screamingguitars, tjghtly synchronized drum
patterns and radically extended dramatic orchestral passages, accompanied by theatrical samples. Try to
envision 'l;he Clash with a drum machine. and The London Philharmonic
Orchestra playing an Andrew Lloydd
Webber production.. Sounds contradictory? Butyou'll be amazed at how easy
Carter manages to unite these diverse
genre ofmusic. The gamut ofsongs on
1992 The Love Album cover everything from AIDS, terrorism and even
the .overall state
society._~ .and,
still maintaini!lg'a sense of hope. When it comes to the touchy subject of AIDS, Carter chose to write a
song entitled 'The Only Living Boy In
New Cross." The group describes the
track
.a love song that takes AIDS
into consideration." Jim Bob's insightful lyrics bring the seriousness of this
disease to heart without making the
song dreary.
The song "Look Mum, No Hands!"

, covers the subject of terrorism. This
tale is that of a "daring young man in
the blue dungarees" who is killed. The
lyrics trace the course' of this young
man's murder and the ensuingfuneral.
Carter's trademark guitar wails to the
accompaniment of a slightly agitating
synthesizedorgan pattern with the help
of some staccato string arrangements.
This song has a running sensation connected to it due to the pulsating bass
and drum lines. It's songs like these
where one can dance into the mosh pits
with dramatic flair, (if such a thing is
possible).
Another track, "While You Were
Out" starts off very subdued with just
some strings and goes into a raging
guitar upheaval, complete with cymbals crashing and snares slamming.
The music fluctuates between storming and drizzling in energy and volume.
I couldn't let this review go by without mentioning Carter's cover of 'The
Impossible Dream"by Mitch Leigh and
Joe Darien from "The Man Of La
Mancha". This, appropriately, the last
song on 1992 The Love Album leaves
the listener with a sense ofhope after
being taken on quite an Intense journey through the depths ofEarthly hell.
After describing all of the evils men
perfonn upon each oeher, there's hope
that things will get better. Soft acoustic guitar, pizzicato strings and a horn
section begin and build the drama of
.the _mu~tC;:~__\lJl.til._the.__~..ID~._~Ie.c~~ ..
guitar aDd piano join- into bring the .
orchestration to a grand finale.
Carter is definitely one of the best
alternative groups out today. They
consistently release high quality work
in an incredibly short span of time,
when most groups take a long time to
release, trash. Hats off to Carter for
another spotless work of art.
And
here's to hoping that The Sex Machine
will always be unstoppable.
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STUDENTS or ORGANlZAnONS.

Promote our Florida Spring Break'
packages. Earn MONEY
FREE
trips. Organize SMALL.or LARGE
groups.. 'Call Campus Marketing.
'~423-5264 .

and

.

_,.

'.

"

SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH & GO FREE!f!
Student Travel Services is n~w hiring
campus representatives. Skfpackagesalso
available. Call 1-800-648-4849.
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City Visions
FU·D

Games
Adventure
information
...And More

Club Fair
October 22, 1992
Baruch College
SudentCenter
137 East 22nd Street
1 •·00 -3:00'. p.1Y.1
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Has school got you down? Love life? TUTORING
The future? Try counseling at recession If you need help in coil. Algebra- Precalcprices and feel better. Call Joan Seecof, Calculus- Stats- Probability- Finite &
CSW'at (212) 288-7286
Discrete Math-Physics-Chemistry-French~
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Span- German- Span comm.. · carres. &
FOR SALE
export proced- GMAT & GRE prep- I offer
'86 Toyota Camry LE- tan; 4-door; 87,000 prof. one-on-one tutoring~ $15/hr- Call Ray
mi. good .engine; new muffler, trunk lock, ·Bacchus (718) 493-6942 after 4 p.m.
brakes; power' windows, mirrors, IQcks; 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
cruise control; remote alarm; Ale; AMlFM; ************ SPEED READ **************
$4,000; negotiable. Call (212) 925-3221 .. Learn in 1 session (1 on 1). At least
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 double or triple speed with increased
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing comprehension. Bob 718-383-4769,
envelopes. For detalts- rush $1.00 with . ~eave message.
SASI; to:
1-----,-------------1
Group Five ·BE A SPRING BREAK REP!
57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307 Earn FREE TRIPS and the HIGHEST
Dover, DE 19901 COMMISSIONSI Cancun, Daytona, &
I-----------~~~~ Jamaica from $1.59. Call Take A Break
'.'"ANTED "Coppertone S·
Travel
today! (BOO)~
32-TRAVEL
pnng Break IStudent
~::~

inbmaIion1~222-4432:·(9:OOam.-5:OOpm.)

.
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.,--_...---._------::""-----~_ ... -

Trip· Student representative to promote
trips to Cancun, Nassau, South Padre
Island,Jamaica,DaytonaandO~.Best
programs available ANYWHERE...earn
cash, fr~ trips, plus more. Youhanclesales,
we wiD handle _
•. can for more

. .~
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Illinois

_

HaP-WANTED"
WorkonYourOwnl Earn Cash, Free Trips
and Morel! Openings Available to promote
our SPRING and WINTER packages.
Call Epicurean Tours TODAY
(516) 379-4-FUN
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Total InitAl
Mass Initial
Unemployment Unemployment
~;ms
Claims

11.71
7.33

TX
KY

. ::'
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Labor Market Activity by State. 1991 over 1989
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Employment
Growth (CXa)

~

-States: ~ite _the publici~ given ms ,. la.)!Qffs (fir· SRAREOf 1991 INITIAL UNEMPLOYMENT CLAIMS
iDgs of more than 50 workerS) as indicators of poor DUE TO MASS LAYOfFS
employment opportunities, they accounted for only
,
.
about 4 perce1itofall initial unemployment claims in
, ...
'..
1991. This percentage has not changed much during
- ..
the past several years, even thoUgh the economy has
r:_ -", :~~...; .
Washinpon ~ , .
experienced a recession."
- ..:..
...:."''' .-.
".:, ',
Maybe it's not as bad as you thought. Forbes
also states: "The growth in employers' interest
in such things as apprenticeship schemes suggests bosses are finding people trained at least
partly on the job often make better (and lowercost) workers than young people who have spent
most.oftheir- time in lecture' halls." The·chart
below shows that salaries for college educated" ...-:.-.
white-collar workers havegone up a-l,.Q
~ -1IJ~l:~~Si!!~::===:::
to those of unskilled blue-collar" ,''::''=
•
point.is that while getting top gra
a priority, obtaining some real
ence-something that a lot of us
can't hurt.
West Virpnia
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Carter The Unstoppable: Sex Machine
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